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Abstract
In 2018, the Counting Ourselves: Aotearoa/New Zealand Trans and Non-Binary
Health Survey recruited a total of 1,178 transgender people aged 14 or older (Mage = 29.5)
who lived in Aotearoa/New Zealand. This comprehensive survey included mental health
measures from Aotearoa/New Zealand population-based surveys, as well as questions
specific to experiences of being a transgender person, which were either adopted from
overseas transgender surveys or developed in consultation with the project’s community
advisory group. The study recruited participants using various recruitment techniques, such
as advertising on social media (e.g., Facebook), making connections with transgender
community organisations, and reaching out to the network of academic researchers and health
professionals working in the field of transgender health.
This thesis comprises two review studies and three empirical studies that report
findings from the Counting Ourselves survey. Informed by the health equity perspective of
LGBTQ-affirmative psychology, these studies fill in the literature gap related to transgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand by (1) critically reviewing existing literature on Gender
minority stress theory, and putting forward a framework that aligns with the understanding of
cisgenderism as a marginalising prejudice for transgender people; (2) drawing on existing
transgender research in Aotearoa/New Zealand to provide an overview of the social
determinants of mental health for transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand; (3)
examining the extent of mental health inequities affecting transgender people relative to the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general population across all age groups; (4) exploring the predictive
power of transgender-specific enacted stigma and protective factors on mental health
outcomes of transgender people; and (5) using an inductive thematic analysis to analyse
qualitative comments from an open-ended question to understand the nuances of mental
health indicators affecting transgender people.
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Findings from empirical studies noted large inequities in mental health between
transgender people and the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population, and the differences
were especially prominent for those in younger age groups. Enacted stigma or overt
experiences of gender minority stress (e.g., discrimination, harassment, and violence
experienced for being transgender) were associated with elevated rates of mental health
problems, while protective factors such as support and connection from friends, family
members, neighbourhood, and transgender communities were associated with better mental
health. Besides gender minority stress experiences, qualitative analysis revealed other mental
health determinants that were important for transgender people, such as the ability to affirm
their gender, equitable access to gender-affirming care and mental healthcare services, and
support from families and the wider community.
Overall, this thesis addresses important literature gaps by providing insight into the
associations of enacted stigma and protective factors with mental health inequities among
transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. The reported findings have crucial public and
healthcare implications, which include the need to promote anti-discriminatory practices
against transgender people and trans-cultural competency in healthcare settings. Furthermore,
this thesis evidenced a need to move beyond pathologising approach that views transgender
people as “deficit” when understanding their mental health experiences. Instead, this thesis
highlights the importance of examining enacted stigma related to cisgenderism and social
determinants of mental health for transgender people.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Chapter Overview
This chapter sets the context of the research on which this thesis is based. First,

transgender terminology relevant to the Aotearoa/New Zealand context is introduced. The
context in which this research examined mental health inequities among transgender people is
then presented; this includes a discussion of the gender minority stress that transgender
people face in relation to cisgenderism and the pathologising history of medicalising
transgender people’s lived experiences. Drawing on large-scale transgender health studies
that have emerged over the years, this chapter provides a review on the prevalence of mental
health difficulties, and the relationship between mental health inequities and enacted stigma
and protective factors among transgender people in various countries. Finally, the research
objectives and questions for the overall thesis are presented and the structure of this thesis is
outlined.
1.2

Terminology
Transgender, or the shorthand trans, commonly refers to people who identify their

gender as different from their sex assigned at birth. Transgender populations include trans
women, trans men, and people with non-binary genders; these are the three most studied
gender groups within transgender populations in recent years (see Crissman et al., 2019;
Rimes et al., 2019; Veale, Watson, et al., 2017). More specifically, transgender people can be
understood through the concepts of gender identity (inherent sense of gender; American
Psychological Association, 2015; Castro-Peraza et al., 2019). A trans man is someone who is
assigned female at birth but may have an inherent sense of feeling like a man, whereas a trans
woman is someone who is assigned male at birth but may have an inherent sense of feeling
like a woman (American Psychological Association, 2015). Some trans men and trans women
may simply identify themselves as a man or woman, without the preceding word, “trans”
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(American Psychological Association, 2015). A narrow conceptualisation of “gender” as
mutually exclusive categories comprising only men and women, however, can be problematic
(Green et al., 2018). It is important to note that not all transgender people align their genders
comfortably within cisnormative expectations or the fixed construct of the culturally bound
gender associated with one’s sex assigned at birth. For instance, people with non-binary
genders (also sometimes known as genderqueer and gender non-conforming) include those
who identify their genders as both men and women, neither men nor women, or as moving
between genders in a fluid way (American Psychological Association, 2015; Green et al.,
2018). The increasing recognition of non-binary genders is reflective of the finding from a
recent population-based study in the United States which showed that non-binary was the
most common self-defined gender in their transgender youth sample (Crissman et al., 2019).
As an umbrella term, while it attempts to encapsulate the full breadth of diversity of
transgender people, the term “transgender” itself may not fully capture the full spectrum of
gender diversity. This is especially true for gender diversity within non-western cultures
whose existence has long been documented throughout history and across regions (see
Alexeyeff & Besnier, 2014; Hazenberg & Meyeroff, 2017; Herdt, 1996). Scholars studying
non-western gender diversity, such as mak nyah in Malaysia, or sistergirl and brotherboy in
Australia, recommend using a culturally appropriate lens to understand transgender people
rather than merely equating their experiences of gender with the western definitions of gender
(Kerry, 2014; Nemoto et al., 2018). The culture-specific conceptualisation of transgender
identities is pertinent in Aotearoa/New Zealand to acknowledge Māori as tangata whenua
(indigenous people or people of the land) and the substantial influences of Pasifika cultures.
Originally rooted in Māori precolonial history, the Māori term takatāpui translates
literally to “intimate companion of the same sex” (Kerekere, 2017, p. 5). In contemporary
understanding, in Aotearoa/New Zealand, takatāpui is an inclusive term for Māori people
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with diverse sexual and gender identities (Kerekere, 2017; Marino, 2020). Some Māori
transgender people may find solidarity with the non-gendered specificity that the term
“takatāpui” encapsulates; but others may prefer to accentuate their gender identities through
terms such as “whakawahine,” which translates literally as “in the manner of, towards
woman” (Feu’u, 2017, p. 172) and is also sometimes interpreted as an assigned male with the
wairua or spirit of a woman (see also, Kerekere, 2017), and “tangata ira tāne” which
translates roughly as a person with the essence or wairua of a man (Kerekere, 2017). There
are many instances of gender diversity within Pasifika cultures, such as Samoan fa'afafine,
Cook Islands Māori akava’ine, Tongan fakaleiti, and Niuean fakafifine (Brown-Acton, 2014).
Most Pasifika diverse gender identities translate roughly as “in the manner of a woman”
(Schmidt, 2017, p. 3) and have an emphasis on gender role to denote people who are assigned
male at birth but engage in feminine practices (see also, Alexeyeff & Besnier, 2014; Feu'u,
2017; Howell & Allen, 2020).
The experiences of people with intersecting identities, both Māori and/or Pasifika and
transgender, are often intricate and require the consideration of various aspects and values
that constitute their cultural identities (Kerekere, 2017; Marino, 2020). For instance,
indigenous scholars suggested that people who identify as takatāpui may wish to connect to
the Māori cultural aspects such as whakapapa or genealogy, mana (prestige, authority,
power, influence, and charisma), whānau or family, and te aroha or love (Kerekere, 2017;
Māori dictionary, n.d.; Marino, 2020). Over many decades, western colonisation has affected
the ways of Māori, Pasifika, and other minority cultures conceive gender by marginalising
and erasing gender diversity in these cultures (Farran, 2010; Kerekere, 2017; Marino, 2020).
In this era, some transgender people of indigenous or other non-western cultural backgrounds
view the adoption of gender identities specific to their culture as a part of the journey to
reclaim their identities that have been long subjugated by the colonising (western) cultures
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(Kerekere, 2017; Kerry, 2014; Marino, 2020). Often, the journey to reclaim cultural identities
for transgender people of non-Western cultures also includes challenging both the
cisnormativity (the normalisation of people who express genders in cisgender ways) and
racism (Marino, 2020). For more context on transgender identities in Māori and Pasifika
cultures in Aotearoa/New Zealand, see Chapter 3.
1.3

Demography of Transgender People in New Zealand
Historically, Statistics New Zealand, the official data agency in Aotearoa/New

Zealand, has not collected data on the size of the transgender population. The first
population-based or nationally representative survey to measure this among New Zealanders
of all age groups, the 2019/20 Household Economic Survey, began in late 2019 and at the
time of writing the results have not yet been released (Statistics New Zealand, 2020c). One of
the earliest attempts to estimate the size of the transgender population in Aotearoa/New
Zealand was through the number of people requesting a change of sex marker on their
passport, and Veale (2008) reported that 1 in 6,364 had done so. This estimate from a decade
ago is likely to have changed substantially, however, given the increase in overall population
size over the years, as well as easier access for transgender people to change their passport’s
sex marker via a statutory declaration (Collins, 2012; Ministry of Internal Affairs, 2020). In
2012, Clark et al. (2014) conducted a population-based survey in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as
part of the Youth2000 survey series. The Youth’12 study of 8,500 high school students asked
a single question: “Do you think you are transgender? This is a girl who feels like she should
have been a boy, or a boy who feels like he should have been a girl (e.g., Trans, Queen,
Fa’faffine [sic], Whakawahine, Tangata ira Tane, Genderqueer)” to determine transgender
identities, and they found 1.2% identified as transgender (Clark et al., 2012, p. 25). The
estimated prevalence of transgender youth was found to remain similar (1%) in the latest
Youth2000 survey series, the Youth’19 study (Fenaughty et al., in press). In 2018, the New
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Zealand Mental Health Monitor (NZMHM; Health Promotion Agency, 2019), a populationbased study of 2,938 people in Aotearoa/New Zealand, reported that 3.2% identified as part
of the rainbow communities (including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and takatāpui
people). It is unclear how many transgender people are captured by this proportion, as the
NZMHM (Health Promotion Agency, 2019) did not report on the prevalence of transgender
people separately.
At present, there is no Aotearoa/New Zealand population-based data on the
prevalence of transgender adults and older adults, but research in North America has
produced an estimate on this. In the 2016 United States population-based survey, the Center
for Disease Control’s Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) employed the
two-question method by asking participants about their sex assigned at birth and current
gender identification (Flores et al., 2016). The BRFSS reported that 0.51% of the adult
United States population identified as transgender (0.25% trans women, 0.15% trans men,
and 0.11% non-binary; Crissman et al., 2019; Flores et al., 2016). The United States estimate
is slightly higher than the proportion of transgender people reported in large-scale Canadian
nationally representative surveys. Utilising the two-question method to identify transgender
people, the population of Canadian transgender people was estimated to range from 0.24% to
0.35% (Jaffray, 2020; Statistics Canada, 2020).
Recent large-scale community-based studies including the 2015 United States
Transgender Survey (James et al., 2016), The 2019 Canadian Trans PULSE (Trans PULSE
Canada Team, 2020), The 2016 Australian Trans Pathway (Strauss et al., 2020), and the 2018
Aotearoa/New Zealand Counting Ourselves Survey (from which this thesis drew data; Veale
et al., 2019) found that the gender descriptor non-binary was more commonly used in their
sample than either trans man or trans woman. This gender distribution differed considerably
from those published a decade ago, where trans men and trans women were much more
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common (e.g., Couch et al., 2007; Rotondi, Bauer, Scanlon, et al., 2011). While these
community-based studies did not provide a reliable measure of population estimates of
transgender people, they highlighted the evolving nature of transgender language and
conceptualisations of gender. The greater numbers of transgender people seen in communitybased studies in recent years also suggest an increasing visibility of this population and a
greater willingness for transgender people to publicly disclose their gender.
The following sections of this chapter discuss the relevance of conducting transgender
research in Aotearoa/New Zealand and the frameworks used by this thesis that constitute a
part of transgender-affirmative research. This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part
focuses on the research position by introducing the research journey, as well as core concepts
related to transgender mental health. Specifically, section 1.4.1 describes the decisions made
in choosing the appropriate terminology, and section 1.4.2 details the concepts drawn from
LGBTQ-affirmative psychology that inform the background of this thesis. The second part
(sections 1.5 and 1.6) focuses on the theoretical frameworks used to explain mental health
inequities faced by transgender people; and the third part presents a literature review of largescale mental health research on transgender people in various countries.
1.4

Thesis Journey

1.4.1 Changes in Terminology
Finding an umbrella term that could adequately represent the gender diversity within
the transgender population in Aotearoa/New Zealand was a challenge for this thesis.
Language in this field has evolved over the time as transgender people have created more
empowering and less binary terminology such as “non-binary” (Green et al., 2018). The
change in terminology has involved transgender people shifting away from the hegemonic
use of the terms “transvestite” and “transsexual” in the medical discourse (see Section 1.6 for
a brief timeline), as well as transgender people of non-western backgrounds seeking to
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reclaim culturally specific identities that have been marginalised and threatened through
colonial influences (Green et al., 2018). To date, the term transgender remains one of the
most commonly used in psychology and other related disciplines (American Psychological
Association, 2015; Pega & Veale, 2015; White Hughto et al., 2015). The term transgender is
also relatively acceptable among transgender communities in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Clunie,
2018) and has been used by the Counting Ourselves research team to recruit participants who
fall under the broader “transgender and non-binary” umbrella term (see Chapter 4). The
Counting Ourselves research team opted to include non-binary in the title of the survey (see
Veale et al., 2019) to enhance inclusivity for non-binary people who do not necessarily
identify themselves as transgender (Jones et al., 2019).
Other studies have used similar broad terms, such as “transgender and gender nonconforming” and “transgender and gender diverse” with the aim of capturing a wider group
of gender diverse people who do not necessarily align themselves with the transgender
identity (e.g., Adams et al., 2017; Grant et al., 2011). Different terminology was used
throughout the series of published papers (Chapters 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7) due to changing
terminology in the field. The term transgender and gender diverse and the accompanying
acronym “TGD” were initially used in Chapters 2 and 3 when reviewing literature across
various countries. This thesis later removed the reference to the term gender diverse for
reporting empirical findings from the Counting Ourselves study after consulting with the
supervision panel and the wider Counting Ourselves team members. The term gender diverse
has a mixed history in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as its usage appears to be more led by
cisgender researchers in government agencies (e.g., Statistics New Zealand) than transgender
people themselves (Pega et al., 2017; J. L. Byrne, personal communication, November 22,
2019). Indeed, only about 1 in 8 Counting Ourselves participants (13%) identified with the
term gender diverse and this percentage was much lower than that of other terms such as non-
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binary (40%), transgender (35%), trans man (25%), and trans woman (22%; Veale et al.,
2019). As this thesis endorses the rights of transgender people to exercise autonomy in
naming themselves, and following the author’s understanding of the evolving nature of
community-driven terms, this thesis changed the umbrella term from “trans and gender
diverse” for Chapters 2 and 3 to “transgender” for Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
1.4.2 Research Position
Transgender mental health has been recently described as a “public health crisis”
(dickey & Budge, 2020, p. 381) due to the major mental health inequities that transgender
people face (see findings of systematic reviews on this topic, for example McNeil et al.,
2017; Millet et al., 2017; Valentine & Shipherd, 2018). Historically, the mental health of
transgender people has been viewed through a pathological lens (see Section 1.6) and
examined through the mainstream psychology disciplines that emphasise individual
determinants of health (Sandil & Henise, 2017; Treharne & Adams, 2017). Because
mainstream psychology intervenes primarily via the clinical treatment of so-called mental
disorders, the root causes of mental health inequities among transgender people, or the
manner in which individual determinants of health are shaped by broader social contexts,
have traditionally been largely overlooked in the clinical psychology literature (Harper &
Schneider, 2003; Sandil & Henise, 2017). This thesis is informed by the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, queer (LGBTQ) psychology, which has a commitment to “social
justice” that serves as an essential tool to create social change for rainbow1 populations who
experience mental health inequities (Harper & Schneider, 2003; Sandil & Henise, 2017). The
term inequity is used throughout this thesis to illustrate the extent of mental health differences

1

In this thesis, I used the term rainbow to refer to people whose sexual orientations, gender identities
or expressions, or sex characteristics differ from the conventional social norms of being a cisgender
and a heterosexual person. The term rainbow is commonly used in preference to other western
umbrella terminologies (e.g., lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer; LGBTQ) in
Aotearoa/New Zealand for its inclusivity in acknowledging the diversity of culturally-based identities
(Clunie, 2018).
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in comparison to cisgender people, which arise due to the impacts of unjust social norms
(e.g., cisgenderism; see Section 1.5 for a definition) that prevent transgender people from
attaining their full health potential (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014; Sheridan et al., 2011).
A recent article on the need to establish LGBTQ psychology in Aotearoa/New
Zealand2 (Tan, 2018) argues that this branch of psychology, whose knowledge spans across
various disciplines (e.g., community psychology, sociology, and population health), has the
potential to not only empower transgender people who are disadvantaged by unjust social
structures, but also to challenge and transform the broader processes and social structures that
perpetuate social and health inequities. The role of LGBTQ psychology also includes
investigating the paradox underlying the public discourse of transgender people’s mental
health, such as the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) pathologising approach that
attributes transgender people’s mental health problems to gender dysphoria (Ellis et al., 2020;
Sandil & Henise, 2017; see Section 1.6 for elaboration). This branch of psychology shifts the
focus away from the medical interventions that objectify transgender people, and instead
bases itself on scientific, rational, and humane approaches to understand the root causes of
mental health distress among this population (Sandil & Henise, 2017).
LGBTQ psychology asserts that reductionist biomedical approaches to mental health
treatments that do not adequately attend to the social contexts and environments and do not
fully recognise rainbow people’s right to optimum health (Harper & Schneider, 2003; Sandil
& Henise, 2017; Treharne & Adams, 2017). Indeed, the World Health Organization has
affirmed that “the root causes of health inequities are to be found in the social, economic, and
political mechanisms” (Solar & Irwin, 2010, p. 64), prompting scholars to examine the social

2

Drawing on previous (limited) LGBTQ works in Aotearoa/New Zealand, I wrote an article (Tan,
2018) on the establishment of LGBTQ psychology with the aim to raise awareness of the need to
employ affirmative psychological perspectives to explore the lives and experiences of transgender
people in this country.
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determinants of health or the conditions in which transgender people are born, grow, live,
work and age. Professional organisations in Aotearoa/New Zealand such as the New Zealand
Psychologists Board and the Professional Association for Transgender Health Aotearoa have
issued statements about the importance of exploring and improving social determinants of
health for transgender people, such as healthcare access (New Zealand Psychologists Board,
2019; Professional Association for Transgender Health Aotearoa, 2019).
The exploration of social determinants of health aligns with the health equity
perspective in LGBTQ psychology (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014; Sandil & Henise, 2017)
to account for the influences of structural and environmental contexts alongside the full range
of determinants—from biological, behavioural, psychological, to social—that play essential
roles in promoting mental health equity among transgender people. Specifically, the mental
health consequences of enacted stigma (i.e., actual or overt experiences of discrimination,
rejection, and violence) at interpersonal and structural levels have led scholars to call for the
World Health Organization to designate gender identity as a social determinant of health
(Pega & Veale, 2015). According to Pega and Veale (2015), enacted stigma experiences
targeted at transgender people produce differential levels of social exclusion across
healthcare, employment, and educational settings, which can create stressful environments
for people to live in. Testa et al. (2015) postulated that transgender people face additional
social stressors (i.e., gender minority stress) because of their stigmatised identities, and these
stressors account for the disproportionate mental health burden faced by transgender people.
1.5

Cisgenderism and Gender Minority Stress
One of the most influential theoretical frameworks used to explain the health

inequities that transgender people is gender minority stress theory (Hendricks & Testa, 2012;
Testa et al., 2015). This theory outlines the path from social and psychological processes that
drive mental health inequities among transgender people (Testa et al., 2015). It is an adaption
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of minority stress theory (Meyer, 1995, 2003) which was conceptualised to identify the
mental health effects of the additional social stressors that sexual minorities (e.g., lesbian,
gay, and bisexual people) experience. Then, Testa et al. (2015) developed gender minority
stress theory to explore stressors relevant to transgender people, such as non-affirmation of
transgender identities and rejection for being transgender (Testa et al., 2015). Recently,
scholars have noted that some research applying gender minority stress theory only focused
on internal stressors (e.g., internalised transphobia), which risked creating a narrative of
victim-blaming for transgender people (i.e., assuming that gender minority stressors have an
impact on mental health only if transgender people fail to cope with the negative effects of
stressors; Riggs & Treharne, 2017; Treharne & Adams, 2017). There is also a need for more
consideration of the social origins of gender minority stress in Testa et al.’s original
framework (Riggs & Treharne, 2017; Testa et al., 2015), and this thesis (specifically Chapter
2) seeks to address this critical theoretical gap by emphasising how cisgenderism exposes
transgender people to enacted stigma experiences.
The term cisgenderism originates from the term cisgender (Ansara, 2010; Ansara &
Hegarty, 2012), which was derived from the Latin prefix cis meaning “on the same side,” in
contrast to the prefix trans meaning “across from.” The term cisgender was first coined by
Carl Buijs, a Dutch trans man, in 1995, to refer to people whose sex assigned at birth matches
their gender identity and expression (Ansara, 2010). The concept of cisgenderism was later
defined by Gavriel Ansara (2010) as the “individual, social, and institutional attitudes,
policies, and practices that assume people with non-assigned gender identities are inferior,
unnatural, or disordered” (p. 168). Compared to concepts of “transphobia” and “anti-trans
prejudice” that largely focus on individual-level hatred and unfair treatment towards
transgender people, using the term cisgenderism has the advantage of focusing on and
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challenging the perceived inferior status of the transgender population at a systemic level
(Ansara, 2010; Ansara & Hegarty, 2012).
Contemporary scholars use the term cisgenderism to refer to the prejudicial ideology
that constructs cisgender identities as “normal” and perpetuates the belief that cisgender
people are more valued than transgender people, which creates an inherent system of
associated power and privilege (Ansara & Hegarty, 2012; Riggs et al., 2015). Riggs et al.
(2015) posited that cisgenderism could affect transgender people in two primary ways: (1)
through the reinforcement that transgender identities and experiences are disordered, and that
only people whose gender follows from their assigned sex are socially acceptable; (2) by
misgendering experiences such as not using correct names and pronouns that are essential in
affirming transgender people’s gender. The privileging of cisgender people through
cisgenderism is an example of the injustice of exclusionary social norms, as it leads to
prejudice, discrimination, and violence against people who do not conform to the
cisnormative expectations of being a cisgender man or a cisgender woman (Ansara &
Hegarty, 2012; Riggs et al., 2015). The hierarchal structure that is generated by cisgenderism,
which delegitimises transgender identities, experiences, and languages, is a substantive
source of daily minority stressors for many transgender people (Riggs et al., 2015; Riggs &
Treharne, 2017). When transgender people are unable to compensate for the effects of
cisgenderism, they risk putting themselves in a state of “decompensation” (Riggs et al., 2015;
Riggs & Treharne, 2017). Initially used within medical literature to suggest a state when a
bodily organ ceases being able to compensate for stressors, decompensation in the context of
cisgenderism refers to the vulnerabilities that may arise when a transgender person is unable
to psychologically compensate for the effects of gender minority stressors. The
decompensation framework proposed by Riggs and colleagues (2015, 2017) supplements the
gender minority stress theory by accounting for the effects of marginalising social norm (i.e.,
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cisgenderism) that render transgender people vulnerable to mental health difficulties.
Drawing from previous theoretical papers on minority stress, this thesis (see Chapter 2 for an
extensive review) offers a comprehensive framework that accounts for the effects of social
norms (i.e., cisgenderism) in the form of enacted stigma to explain the higher occurrence of
mental health difficulties among transgender people.
1.6

Pathologisation of Transgender People
As mentioned in Section 1.5, cisgenderism can affect transgender people by

positioning transgender people as having a mental disorder because of their gender.
Diagnostic tools such as Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM-5; published by the American
Psychiatric Association, 2013) and International Classification of Disease (ICD-11; published
by the World Health Organisation, 2020) are widely utilised by mental health professionals in
Aotearoa/New Zealand, such as psychiatrists and clinical psychologists, to inform their
training and practices (Counties Manukau District Health Board, 2011). These tools outline a
standardised list of symptoms and diagnostic criteria for all categories of “mental disorders”
for both children and adults, which aim to help mental health professionals to arrive at
consistent diagnoses of clients (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; World Health
Organization, 2020). Evidently, transgender people have long been medicalised through the
DSM and ICD in healthcare settings, as well as in research in the discipline of psychology
(Ansara & Hegarty, 2012; Riggs et al., 2015). This medicalised approach, however, has been
criticised over the years by transgender scholars and advocates in both Aotearoa/New
Zealand (Oliphant et al., 2018) and overseas (Castro-Peraza et al., 2019; Davy, 2015; Riggs
et al., 2019; Schulz, 2018) for its controversial usage in pathologising people who do not
conform to cisnormative expectations.
The perception that gender diversity is an indicator of mental disorder has existed
since the listing of “transvestism” in DSM-I (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1952)
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and DSM-II (APA, 1968) before being replaced with “gender identity disorder of childhood”
for transgender children and youth and “transsexualism” for transgender adults in DSM-III
(APA, 1980). Transsexualism also appeared in the ICD in 1975 (World Health Organization,
1975), which described transgender people as those who desire to transition to the “opposite
sex,” and there was little understanding of “gender” as a social construct that differed from
sex as a biological construct during this time (Riggs et al., 2019). In the DSM-IV and DSMIV-TR, “gender identity disorder,” or GID, replaced transsexualism in previous versions of
the DSM and had an emphasis on cross-gender identification (APA, 1994, 2000). The
framing of transgender identities as a mental disorder is pathologising, and this has received
much critique from transgender advocates for institutionalising cisgenderism in healthcare
settings (Ansara & Hegarty, 2012; Castro-Peraza et al., 2019; Suess et al., 2014).
Amid the challenges against medical pathologisation, the DSM-5 was released in
2013 and replaced the GID diagnosis with “gender dysphoria” (APA, 2013). This shifted the
focus to the distress experienced by transgender people due to gender incongruence. While
the shift from viewing transgender identity as a mental disorder represented a symbolic
milestone, there has been much contestation of the emphasis on transgender people’s
experiences of dysphoria (Davy, 2015; Davy & Toze, 2018). In 2018, the World Health
Organization shifted the classification of transsexualism and “gender identity disorder of
children” in ICD 10 to “gender incongruence” for transgender children and adults in ICD 11.
In this latest version of the ICD, the World Health Organization has publicly affirmed that
transgender identities are not mental disorders by proposing to move the gender incongruence
diagnosis from the “Mental and Behavioural Disorders” chapter to the new chapter of
“Conditions Related to Sexual Health,” which is due to come into effect in 2022 (World
Health Organization, 2020). Transgender scholars and advocates have celebrated the ICD’s
depathologising movement, as being transgender is no longer considered as a mental health
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deficit. The persisting medicalisation of transgender people’s experiences in the DSM and
ICD, however, continues to be questioned (Castro-Peraza et al., 2019; Riggs et al., 2019).
Diagnosis within the medical approaches has held potential promise and peril for
transgender people. One of the problematic assumptions that arises from medicalisation of
gender diversity is that the path of gender affirmation is a linear process and that all
transgender people wish to undertake medical interventions to be seen as cisgender (Ellis et
al., 2020); this assumption has gained increasing criticism from transgender scholars and
advocates in recent years (Castro-Peraza et al., 2019; Davy, 2015; Riggs et al., 2019).
Furthermore, Davy (2015) posited that a focus on the DSM diagnosis of gender
incongruences could violate transgender people’s right to access equitable healthcare.
Although a diagnosis allows health professionals to assist transgender people in pursuing
access to insurance payments for gender-affirming care (especially relevant in the North
American context; Schulz, 2018), there are no concessions in the DSM around genderaffirming pathways as transgender people’s own self-determination and agency (Davy, 2015;
Riggs et al., 2019). Scholars have noted that the reliance on DSM diagnoses in healthcare
settings not only undermines transgender people’s autonomy in articulating their health
needs, but also forces transgender people to conform to the DSM’s pathologising narrative by
presenting particular behaviours indicative of gender dysphoria in order to be granted access
to gender-affirming care (Davy, 2015; Davy & Toze, 2018; Riggs et al., 2019). The need for
transgender people to fulfil the gatekeeping criteria of receiving a diagnosis of gender
dysphoria by healthcare providers prior to accessing desired gender-affirming care has been
noted in previous studies (Alpert et al., 2017; Ellis et al., 2015).
Another example of the pathologising of transgender people is the gender identity
conversion efforts (GICE) that aim to “cure” a person’s transgender identity (Turban et al.,
2020). While gender identity conversion practices are currently banned in four countries (i.e.,
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Brazil, Ecuador, Malta, and Taiwan) for treating transgender people as inherently
pathological, these unethical practices remain permitted in many countries including
Aotearoa/New Zealand (OutRight Action International, 2019). Using community-based
nationwide data from the 2015 United States Transgender Survey, Turban et al. (2020) found
that 20% of transgender people had experienced practices that impeded them from affirming
their gender while consulting a health professional (e.g., psychologist and counsellor) or
religious advisor at some point in their lives. There were considerable associations found
between GICE exposure and mental health of transgender people, with those experiencing
GICE having a 56% increased likelihood of reporting psychological distress in the past
month and a 49% increased likelihood of attempting suicide in the past year (Turban et al.,
2020).
The lack of representation of transgender people at the forefront of the development
of DSM and ICD may be the reason for the overreach of the medical jurisdiction in dictating
transgender people’s lived experiences (Davy, 2015). The World Professional Association for
Transgender Health’s (WPATH) Standards of Care 7 (SOC7; Coleman et al., 2012) takes a
different approach with the aspiration to promote the highest standards of health care for
transgender people. While the SOC7 makes references to the DSM in guiding the path to
providing access to gender-affirming care, it does not insist on evidence of gender dysphoria
(Coleman et al., 2012). Instead, the SOC7 allows health professionals to shift from a
gatekeeper role to an informed consent model to address the issues with provision of
equitable healthcare services for transgender people (Coleman et al., 2012). An informed
consent model acknowledges transgender people as the experts of their own lives and
emphasises that transgender people have the capabilities in authorising their own treatment,
in collaboration with health professionals (Schulz, 2018). The SOC7 also highlights that
transgender people’s experiences of dysphoria may be the consequences of enacted stigma
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and minority stress (Meyer, 2003; Testa et al., 2015), urging health professional to consider
that the mental distress that transgender people face may be socially induced rather than
inherently pathological (Coleman et al., 2012). The continued reliance on a diagnostic
approach in SOC7, however, has been criticised for pathologising transgender identities and
setting a precedent that transgender people require validation from mental health
professionals to be able to access gender-affirming care (Lipshie-Williams, 2020). The SOC7
is currently being revised and version 8 is believed to have a stronger focus on the informedconsent process to provide autonomy for transgender people to access care (Ashley, 2019).
Cognisant of these pathologising histories, this thesis seeks to create a depathologising
narrative around gender diversity that aligns with the approach that is affirmative of
transgender people’s genders.
The previous sections have outlined the concepts and theoretical frameworks used in
this thesis to understand mental health inequities among transgender people. These included a
commitment to social justice (Section 1.4.2), a health equity perspective to examine social
determinants of health (Section 1.4.2; see also Chapter 3), a focus on cisgenderism that leads
to gender minority stress experiences (Section 1.5; see also Chapter 2), and the perspective
that being transgender is pathological, which stands in contrast with a health equity
perspective (Section 1.6). The next section reviews literature with findings on mental health
inequities among transgender people, and minority stress and protective factors, that aligns
with the postulation of gender minority stress theory.
1.7

Literature Review
Drawing from literature across various continents, this section provides a review on

the prevalence of mental health problems, and the relationship of minority stress factors such
as enacted stigma (i.e., actual or overt experiences of discrimination, rejection, and violence)
and protective factors (i.e., factors that provide buffering effects against minority stress and
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reduce vulnerabilities towards mental health difficulties) to the mental health of transgender
people.
Note that this review is not exhaustive,3 as it only includes existing large-scale survey
studies that have reported findings on at least one of the mental health indicators:
psychological distress (including depression and anxiety), non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI),
and suicidality, which are used in this thesis. Findings presented here primarily focus on the
international context, as a detailed review of findings from studies undertaken in
Aotearoa/New Zealand studies is outlined in Chapter 3. This section ends with a summary of
the literature review and a description of literature gaps that need to be filled for trasgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
1.7.1 North America
This section reviews evidence of transgender people from US and Canada studies on
the prevalence of mental health difficulties and the associations among enacted stigma,
protective factors, and mental health.
Canada. One of the earliest studies to examine health and wellbeing of transgender people
from a health equity perspective was the Ontario Trans PULSE study in Canada. First
launched in 2009, Trans PULSE was a community-based sample of 433 transgender people
aged 16 and over (Bauer et al., 2013; Rotondi, Bauer, Scanlon, et al., 2011; Rotondi, Bauer,
Travers, et al., 2011). This study reported that 66% of trans men and 61% of trans women
had depression (Rotondi, Bauer, Scanlon, et al., 2011; Rotondi, Bauer, Travers, et al., 2011),
and 36% of the overall transgender sample had considered suicide, with 10% reported
attempting suicide in the past year (Bauer et al., 2013). Transgender people who reported

3

The goal of this review is not to include every published transgender study, but rather to provide a
broad picture of the mental health trends of transgender people in different regions of the world. For
instance, I excluded community-based studies with a relatively small sample size of transgender
people and clinical-based studies as these usually target a specific population of treatment-seeking
transgender people (e.g., Poteat et al., 2020).
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exposure to physical or sexual assault due to their gender were 2 times more likely to
seriously think about suicide (56% vs 28%) and 7 times more likely to have attempted suicide
in the past year (29% vs 4%) than those without such experiences. Suicide risk also varied
across levels of social support, as transgender people with high levels of social support had a
lower likelihood of attempted suicide in the past year than those with little support (2% vs
16%; Bauer et al., 2013). Trans PULSE was also one of the few studies in the current
literature to examine the mental health of transgender people from indigenous backgrounds; it
found 73% of this group had experienced violence because of their transgender identities and
76% had considered suicide in their lifetime (Scheim et al., 2013). The risk of suicidal
ideation and suicide attempts, however, did not differ significantly between indigenous and
non-indigenous transgender people (Bauer et al., 2013).
In 2019, after almost a decade, the Trans PULSE study recruited 2,837 transgender
people aged 14 and over across all of Canada. Preliminary findings of the Trans PULSE
study showed that suicidality remained a concern for transgender people in Canada, with 31%
having considered suicide and 6% attempting suicide in the past year (Trans PULSE Canada
Team, 2020).
The Canadian Trans Youth Health Survey recruited an online sample of 923
transgender youth in 2014 and explored the prevalence of mental health issues within this
group (Veale et al., 2015, Veale, Watson, et al., 2017). Veale, Watson, et al. (2017) reported
that transgender youth had a higher prevalence of psychological distress, self-harm, and
suicidality compared to the Canadian general population for both younger (14 to 18 years
old) and older (19 to 25 years old) age groups. While there were no significant differences
found for psychological stress and suicidality across trans men, trans women, and non-binary
gender groups, youth with non-binary genders had a higher risk of engaging in self-harm than
trans women (Veale, Watson, et al., 2017). Rates of self-harm and suicidality also differed for
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the two age groups, as younger transgender youth had an increased likelihood of engaging in
self-harm in their lifetime (75% vs 51%) and seriously thinking about suicide in the last 12
months (13% vs 5%) compared to the older transgender youth (Veale et al., 2015, Veale,
Watson, et al., 2017).The high prevalence of mental health concerns found among
transgender youth had strong associations with the enacted stigma encounters and protective
factors that this population experienced (Veale, Peter, et al., 2017). For instance, Veale, Peter,
et al. (2017) found that transgender youth with high levels of exposure to enacted stigma and
low levels of family connectedness and friends caring, had a 10 times greater risk of
attempting suicide than those with low levels of enacted stigma and high levels of access to
protective factors (72% vs 7%).
Five years later, the Canadian Trans Youth Health Survey launched their second wave
of recruitment in 2019 and recently released their preliminary findings based on 1,519
transgender youth aged 14 to 25 (Taylor et al., 2020). More than three-fifths (63%) of
transgender youth had severe levels of emotional distress. Taylor et al. (2020) reported that in
the last 12 months, 64% of transgender youth had self-harmed, 64% had seriously considered
suicide, and 21% had attempted suicide.
United States. The National Center for Transgender Equality and the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force in the United States have produced two of the largest communitybased transgender surveys to date, the National Transgender Discrimination Survey in 2010
(Grant et al., 2011) and the United States Transgender Survey in 2015 (James et al., 2016).
Based on findings from 6,450 transgender people aged 18 and over, Grant et al. (2011)
reported 41% had attempted suicide in their lifetime compared with 2% among the United
States general population. The same study also found the risk of suicide attempts increased
when transgender people were victimised by physical assault (61%) or sexual assault (64%;
Grant et al., 2011). The subsequent United States Transgender Survey recruited 27,715
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transgender people aged 18 and over (James et al., 2016). This survey found that transgender
people were 8 times more likely to manifest severe levels of psychological distress than the
United States general population (39% vs 5%; James et al., 2016). The United States
Transgender Survey clearly illustrated the mental health differences across various age
groups, as it reported a higher prevalence of severe psychological distress among younger
transgender people than those of older age groups. When compared to the United States
general population, the inequities in psychological distress level were also found to be more
apparent among younger transgender people (James et al., 2016).
In the United States, existing population-based studies with nationally representative
samples of transgender people have mostly involved youth or high school students (e.g.,
Eisenberg et al., 2017; Ross-Reed et al., 2019; Taliaferro et al., 2018). Ross-Reed et al.
(2019) used data from the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System that recruited 15,046
participants (14,188 cisgender youth and 858 transgender youth) in Grades 6–8 (middle
school) and 9–12 (high school) to identify mental health inequities among transgender youth.
There were approximately threefold differences in rates found for non-suicidal self-injury
(49% vs 18%) and suicide attempts (32% vs 8%) in the past year between transgender and
cisgender youth (Ross-Reed et al., 2019).
To the best of knowledge, only one existing population-based study has recruited
transgender people across all age groups, and this is the BRFSS study in the United States
(Crissman et al., 2019; Flores et al., 2016). Using data from the 2016 BRFSS that recruited a
probability sample aged 18 and over (528,986 respondents, and 0.51% identified as
transgender), Crissman et al. (2019) reported higher rates of frequent mental distress (20% vs
11%) and depression disorder diagnosis (27% vs 17%) among transgender people relative to
the cisgender populations. When looking at mental health differences across age and gender
groups, Crissman et al. (2019) found increased vulnerabilities to mental health difficulties
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among younger transgender people compared to other age groups and that trans men and nonbinary people had worse mental health than trans women.
Summary. Trans Pulse Ontario, Canada was one of the first community-based survey
to examine social determinants of health of transgender people (Bauer et al., 2013).
Subsequent research in Canada has focused specifically on youth (Veale et al., 2015; Taylor
et al., 2020). The US has made major advancements in the transgender research field by
conducting the largest community-based survey of transgender people (The US Trans
Survey; James et al., 2016) and the only population-based survey that recruited transgender
people of all age groups (BRFSS; Crissman et al., 2019). These studies have shown the
importance of using a health equity framework to examine the sociocultural contexts of
enacted stigma that are associated with poor mental health outcomes of transgender people.
1.7.2 Europe
This section review studies conducted in the UK and Spain. Studies in Europe have
explored mental health differences across gender groups and exposure levels of enacted
stigma among transgender people.
United Kingdom. The Trans Mental Health Study is the largest community-based
survey of transgender people in Europe to date, with recruitment of 889 transgender people
aged 18 and older from the United Kingdom in 2012 (Bailey et al., 2014; McNeil et al.,
2012). McNeil et al. (2012) reported a high prevalence of mental health difficulties among
transgender people, for example 84% had lifetime suicidal ideation, 63% had suicidal
ideation in the past year, and 36% had clinically significant depressive symptoms.
Subsequent publications of the Trans Mental Health Study included a mixture of quantitative
and qualitative data to examine minority stress and protective factors across various settings
that were relevant to the mental health of transgender people (see Ellis et al., 2015; Ellis et
al., 2016).
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One wider LGBTQ community-based studies involving transgender youth emerged
later in England (Youth Chances; Baker et al., 2016; Rimes et al., 2019). Based on findings
from 677 transgender youth, the Youth Chances study by examined mental health differences
across gender groups and sexes assigned at birth; they found those assigned female at birth
(trans men and non-binary assigned female at birth) were significantly more likely than those
assigned male at birth (trans women and non-binary assigned male at birth) to report lifetime
self-harm and a mental health condition that interfered with their daily activities. Higher rates
of mental health difficulties among transgender youth assigned female at birth could be due
to increased exposure of sexual abuse among this group compared with trans women and
non-binary assigned male at birth (Rimes et al., 2019).
Spain. Aparicio-García et al. (2018) carried out a large online survey in Spain to
explore the inequities in mental health, and the differences in exposure rate of enacted stigma
and protective factors among three groups aged 14 to 25 years old: transgender (n = 180),
non-binary (n = 70) and cisgender people (n = 574). This online study found transgender
(70%) and non-binary (78%) youth were significantly more likely to have ever considered
suicide than cisgender (41%) youth.
1.7.3 Asia
This section reviews a community-based study of transgender people in China, which
has documented the correlation between enacted stigma at family and public settings, and
suicidality.
China. In 2017, Chen et al. (2019) conducted the largest online survey in China to
examine the mental health of transgender people. A total of 1,309 participants (622 trans men
and 687 trans women) aged 12 and above were recruited (Chen et al., 2019). This online
study reported 56% of transgender participants had seriously thought about suicide and 16%
had attempted suicide in their lifetime, and the prevalence of suicidal ideation and suicide
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attempts for the Chinese general population were 12% and 3%, respectively (Chen et al.,
2019). When exploring mental health differences between trans men and trans women, trans
women were found to fare worse across all mental health outcomes such as depression (72%
vs 65%), self-harm (28% vs 21%), suicidal ideation (61% vs 52%) and suicide attempts (21%
vs 11%). For both gender groups, Chen et al. (2019) found that minority stressors such as
discrimination and violence at public settings and conflicts with parents correlated with
increased risks of suicidal ideation and suicide attempts. Using a subset of this China online
study, Peng et al. (2019) assessed the relationship of minority stressors and mental health
among transgender youth aged 12 to 18 (n = 385). In the Chinese transgender youth sample,
51% had seriously thought about suicide, and among those reporting suicidal ideation, 31%
had attempted suicide in their lifetime (Peng et al., 2019). In this study, transgender youth
were found to have a higher risk of suicidal ideation when they had also experienced abuse or
bullying at schools (Peng et al., 2019).
1.7.4 Australasia
As Chapter 3 reviews studies conducted in Aotearoa/New Zealand, this section
focuses on studies with samples of Australian transgender people.
To date, the Youth’12 study (Clark et al., 2014) is the only study that has produced
findings on mental health of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.4 The Youth’12
study of 96 transgender youth attending Year 9–13 reported a higher prevalence of
depression (41% of transgender youth vs 12% of cisgender youth), NSSI (46% vs 23%), and
suicide attempts (20% vs 4%) among transgender youth relative to cisgender youth (Clark et
al., 2014). Detailed reviews on findings of the Youth’12 study and other Aotearoa/New
Zealand studies involving transgender people are outlined in Chapter 3.

The latest Youth2000 survey series, the Youth’19 study, has also included questions to examine
mental health of transgender people but the data analysis of this study is still in its early stage.
4
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This section reviews only research conducted in Australia or trans-Tasman research.5
The earliest research with the involvement of transgender people in Australia was the 2005
Private Lives study (Pitts et al., 2006). With a sample of 5,476 LGBTQ people aged 16 and
over (including 100 transgender people), Pitts et al. (2006) reported transgender people were
more likely than their LGBI counterparts to indicate that they had visited a counsellor or
psychiatrist for a mental health issue. The TranZnation study extended from the Private Lives
study by recruiting a larger sample of transgender people aged 18 and over from Australia (n
= 253) and New Zealand (n = 24) in 2007 (Couch et al., 2007; Pitts et al., 2009). TranZnation
reported 36% of transgender people met the criteria for a current major depressive episode, a
rate higher than that found in the general Australia population (7%; Couch et al., 2007). The
same study also showed a higher rate of depressive episodes among trans women (41%)
compared to trans men (21%) and that those of younger ages had increased vulnerabilities to
manifest depression (Couch et al., 2007).
In 2013, Hyde et al. (2013) launched the first Australian National Trans Mental
Health Study and recruited 946 transgender people aged at least 18 years old. A high
proportion of mental health problems were found among transgender people, with 57%
having been diagnosed with depression and 40% with an anxiety disorder in their lifetime
(Hyde et al., 2013). One fifth of participants (21%) had thought about suicide or self-harm in
the previous 2 weeks, and this rate was 10 times higher than the Australian general
population (2%; Hyde et al., 2013). Trans men (62%) and trans women (59%) were more
likely to report having been diagnosed with depression than non-binary people who were
assigned female at birth (54%) and assigned male at birth (41%). The gender differences for
lifetime depression diagnosis, however, altered when the effect of age was controlled; Hyde
et al. reported non-binary assigned female at birth to be the most vulnerable group (75%)

5

I am not aware of any existing transgender health research being conducted in the Pacific Islands.
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followed by trans men (59%), trans women (58%), and non-binary assigned male at birth
(40%).
A large Australian study of transgender youth was carried out in 2017 through the
Trans Pathways project, with a sample of 859 people aged 14 to 25 years old (Strauss et al.,
2017, 2020a, 2020b). Self-harm and suicidality were found to be serious concerns in this
study, as Strauss et al. (2017) reported 91% had a desire to self-harm, 80% had self-harmed,
83% had suicidal thoughts, and 48% had attempted suicide in their lifetime. Transgender
youth assigned female at birth were more susceptible to self-harm (85% vs 65%) and to think
about suicide (84% vs 77%) compared to those assigned male at birth (Strauss et al., 2020a).
In 2017, Treharne et al. (2020) conducted an online survey to examine the prevalence
and correlates of suicidality and self-harm among cisgender and transgender people aged 18
and over. With a combined sample of 700 people from Australia (n = 372) and Aotearoa/New
Zealand (n = 328, of which 45% of the Aotearoa/New Zealand sample identified as
transgender), transgender participants were found to have been significantly more likely to
self-harm (37% vs 15%), think about suicide (40% vs 17%) and attempt suicide (17% vs 5%)
than their cisgender counterparts in the past year (Treharne et al., 2020). Transgender people
also faced a greater level of discrimination but a lower level of social supports relative to
cisgender people (Treharne et al., 2020). This study also reported that transgender
participants with less exposure to discrimination and greater levels of support from friends
and family members were significantly less likely to have attempted suicide in their lifetime
(Treharne et al., 2020).
Summary. One of the earliest studies involving transgender people in Australia was
the Private Lives study with a LGBTI sample (Pitts et al., 2006). The subsequent transgenderspecific studies (Hyde et al., 2013; Pitts et al., 2009; Strauss et al., 2017) reported a high
prevalence of mental health difficulties affecting this population, especially for those who
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were assigned female at birth. One study recruited a mixed sample of cisgender and
transgender people from Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand (Treharne et al., 2020), and the
researchers found that elevated rates of suicidality among transgender participants were
correlated with high exposure of enacted stigma and low level of social support. While
Treharne and colleagues have examined the relationships among enacted stigma, protective
factors, and suicidality, their study did not examine other mental health outcomes such as
psychological distress and was limited to a smaller sample of transgender people from
Aotearoa/New Zealand that was recruited exclusively online.
1.7.5 Summary of Literature Review and Gaps
Research Design. International studies in North America, Europe, Asia, and
Australasia6 have documented high rates of depression, anxiety, NSSI or self-harm, and
suicidality among transgender people. The wide range of rates of mental health issues is
partially due to differences in methods for measuring mental health outcomes, which
included participants’ recollection of ever being diagnosed with a mental health issues (e.g.,
depression and anxiety) by a health professional (e.g., Hyde et al., 2013), various self-report
scales that examined symptoms of mental health difficulties such as the Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CESD) scale (e.g., McNeil et al., 2012; Rotondi, Bauer,
Scanlon, et al., 2011) and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ; e.g., Strauss et al., 2020),
and different versions of self-report scales such as the longer version (K10; Veale, Watson, et
al., 2017) and shorter version (K6; James et al., 2016) of Kessler Psychological Distress
Scale. While NSSI and suicidality (including suicidal ideation and suicide attempts) were
mainly measured with single-item questions, these rates were restricted to a timeframe of

6

There were no large-scale studies found in South American and African regions exploring mental
health of transgender people; this could be due to the literature gaps in these regions or language
differences that presented challenges to searching for relevant literature for inclusion in this review.
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interest such as in the past year (e.g., Ross-Reed et al., 2019; Treharne et al., 2020) or lifetime
(e.g., Chen et al., 2019; Strauss et al., 2020).
Recruitment Design. The recruitment design of existing transgender studies also
varied, including respondent-driven sampling that used a network-based approach (e.g.,
Bauer et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2019), convenience sampling that recruits participants that are
conveniently available (e.g., James et al., 2016; Treharne et al., 2020), and probability
sampling that recruits nationally representative samples (e.g., Crissman et al., 2019; RossReed et al., 2019). Compared to a probability sampling, the external validity or
generalisability to a broader population of samples drawn from other recruitment designs is
reduced. Convenience sampling inherently contains selection bias (e.g., some studies
recruited participants entirely online; Treharne et al., 2020) and the estimates generated from
this sampling design are difficult to replicate as there is no guarantee that other researchers
will yield similar respondents through a similar type of recruitment (Rivera, 2019). Some
studies only recruited transgender people of specific demographic groups such as transgender
youth (e.g., Aparicio-García et al., 2018; Rimes et al., 2019; Veale et al., 2015), and these
findings should not be generalised to wider transgender populations.
Prior to the 2010s, international research on transgender people mostly focused on
those with binary identities (i.e., trans men and trans women; Couch et al., 2007; Rotondi,
Bauer, Scanlon, et al., 2011; Rotondi, Bauer, Travers, et al., 2011) as non-binary identities
were not widely known or utilised until recently; or were housed within the larger context of
rainbow communities (e.g., Pitts et al., 2006). The National Transgender Discrimination
Survey was one of the first studies to explore mental health experiences of those with nonbinary identities (Grant et al., 2011) and there was a growing interest in subsequent research
to identify mental health differences among trans men, trans women, and non-binary people
(e.g., Hyde et al., 2013; Rimes et al., 2019; Veale, Watson, et al., 2017).
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Mental Health Findings. Studies in different countries have had inconsistent
findings on the differences among mental health outcomes across gender groups. For
instance, two studies (Chen et al., 2019; Couch et al., 2007) reported trans women had worse
mental health outcomes than trans men, but other studies (e.g., Crissman et al., 2019; Rimes
et al., 2019; Veale, Watson, et al., 2017) have collected findings that indicated trans men had
worse mental health outcomes than trans women. An Australian study (Hyde et al., 2013)
found age had an important influence in explaining gender differences as the researchers
reported two different sets of results before and after accounting for the effect of age (see
Section 1.7.4). However, existing literature that explores the influences of age on mental
health differences across gender groups is limited. Given that the age demographic of trans
men and non-binary people tends to be younger than the general population (see Crissman et
al., 2019), studies that do not consider age differences when investigating the mental health
of various gender groups within the transgender populations may give biased findings. See
Chapter 5 for a more in-depth discussion about associations between age and gender with
transgender people’s mental health.
There are a number of studies emerging that explore the mental health inequities
among transgender people by making comparisons with the general population (e.g., Hyde et
al., 2013; James et al., 2016; Veale, Watson, et al., 2017) and samples of cisgender people
(e.g., Aparicio-García et al., 2018; Crissman et al., 2019; Treharne et al., 2020), but as
outlined in Chapter 3, this work in Aotearoa/New Zealand is limited to one youth-focused
study and some trans-Tasman studies. While the Australian-based TranZnation study
recruited 24 transgender adults from New Zealand, this study only reported findings based on
the combined sample of transgender people in Australia and New Zealand (Couch et al.,
2007). A recent study by Treharne et al. (2020) with a larger sample of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand (n = 328) found large inequities in the prevalence of NSSI and
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suicidality among this population. Treharne et al. (2020), however, did not explore other
components of mental health such as general mental health and psychological distress that
have been found to severely affect transgender people in overseas research (e.g., James et al.,
2016). Given the critical gaps in knowledge of the broader range of mental health experiences
of transgender people living in Aotearoa/New Zealand, there is a need to collect this essential
information to more effectively implement policies and programmes that can address mental
health inequities affecting this population.
Minority Stress and Protective Factors. Increasing numbers of overseas studies
have noted strong correlations between mental health difficulties among transgender people
and the experiences of enacted stigma (e.g., stigma, discrimination, and victimisation) that
transgender people face because of their gender (e.g., Bauer et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2019;
Veale, Peter, et al., 2017). In Aotearoa/New Zealand, a few studies (e.g., Dickson, 2017;
Human Rights Commission, 2008) have shown that enacted stigma exposures were common
experiences for transgender people (see Chapter 3 for a review). While Treharne et al. (2020)
identified associations between discrimination, and NSSI and suicidality in a combined
sample of transgender people in Australia and Aotearoa/New Zealand, they did not explore
the mental health influences of enacted stigma experiences that are specific to transgender
people. In line with gender minority stress theory (Testa et al., 2015), there is a need to
explore the association between transgender-specific enacted stigma experiences and the
mental health of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Overseas studies have also examined the relationship between protective factors at an
interpersonal level, such as social support from peers and family, and the mental health of
transgender people (e.g., Aparicio-García et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2013; Treharne et al.,
2020; Veale, Peter, et al., 2017). Studies that researched the mental health influences of
protective factors of secondary social ties (e.g., transgender communities) and beyond friends
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and family members, however, remain limited in both Aotearoa/New Zealand and overseas
(see Valentine & Shipherd, 2018). Given the potential mental health benefits that protective
factors could offer for transgender people such as offsetting the negative impacts of enacted
stigma (Veale, Peter, et al., 2017), it is therefore important to investigate the types of
protective factors that need to be strengthened among transgender people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand.
1.8

Research Objectives and Questions
As noted in section 1.7, there is a wealth of transgender mental health research being

conducted in overseas, especially in North America. While increasing overseas research has
uncovered large mental health inequities affecting transgender people, the review study in
Chapter 3 noted that Aotearoa/New Zealand based research on this topic remains limited.
Research specifically on transgender people in this country is required due to the unique
demography, healthcare, and legal contexts, as well as to provide data to advocate for policy
change at national level.
Aotearoa/New Zealand is a Commonwealth nation in South Pacific Ocean. The
Treaty of Waitangi signed between the representatives of British crown and iwi (tribes) of
indigenous Māori in 1840 acknowledges Māori as the tangata whenua (people of the land)
and put in place a bicultural relationship between the two entities (Bennett & Liu, 2018). The
demography of Aotearoa/New Zealand today can be referred to as multicultural (Bennett &
Liu, 2018), with five major ethnic groups: New Zealand Europe/Pākehā (70.2%), Māori
(16.5%), Asian (15.1%), Pasifika (8.1%), and Middle Eastern, Latin American, and African
(MELAA; 1.5%; Statistics New Zealand, 2020b). Different from other countries with a
predominant Western culture, the unique demographic makeup of Aotearoa/New Zealand has
a specific influence of how people in this country comprehend mental health. As
demonstrated in health models for indigenous Māori (Durie, 1985; 1999; see also Chapters 4
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and 5), Pasifika (Tamasese et al., 2005), and Asian (Sobrun-Maharaj & Wong, 2010)
populations, there is a growing recognition that mental health of people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand is an integral part of holistic health and that it is interconnected with spirituality,
family, and social environments.
Furthermore, the gender-affirming care provision context is unique to transgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, gender-affirming care such as
top surgeries (e.g., breast augmentation and chest reconstruction) and hormone therapy
(except genital surgeries) can be accessed through primary care clinics or local District
Health Boards (DHBs; Ministry of Health, 2020), although not all DHBs provide
comprehensive gender-affirming care (Fraser et al., 2018). The Ministry of Health has
decided to expand the public fund for gender-affirmign genital surgeries in 2019. The current
waiting list for genital surgeries is long due to the cap (2 surgeries per year) set by Ministry
of Health during the years 2004 to 2018 to access high cost treatment pool, and lack of
surgeons who can provide these procedures in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Fraser et al., 2018).
Overseas studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2019) have found higher levels of mental health
difficultiues among transgender people who faced barriers in accessing gender-affirming
care; the inequities in provision of gender-affirming care in Aotearoa/New Zealand is likely
to have an effect on mental health of transgender people.
Transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand also share a different legal and policy
environment to other countries. For example, some states in the United States and Australia
have implemented laws that prohibit discrimination on the basis of transgender identities
(Australian Human Rights Commission, n.d.; Gleason et al., 2016) but there is no such
existing laws in Aotearoa/New Zealand at present (Human Rights Commission, 2020).
Transgender-inclusive structural determinants are crucial for mental health of transgender
people as overseas studies have documented the relationship between positive mental health
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and existence of laws and policies that protect transgender people against discrimination
(Gleason et al., 2016; Restar et al., 2020).
It is not until recently that policy and research has begun to pay attention to the health
inequities experienced by transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand (see Clunie, 2018;
Treharne & Adams, 2017, for a review). The first large quantitative study to examine the
mental health status of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand was the Youth’12 study
that focused on youth (Clark et al., 2014). To date, there have been no large studies in
Aotearoa/New Zealand exploring the mental health of transgender people across all age
groups, from youth, adults, to older adults. Because of the lack of research on transgender
people in this country, there is limited understanding of the extent of the mental health
inequities faced by this population compared to the general population.
To understand the root causes of mental health inequities among transgender people
in Aotearoa/New Zealand (see Section 1.4.2), this thesis utilised the health equity perspective
that focuses on the social determinants of mental health specific to transgender people. This
comprised quantitative analyses that assessed the associations of experiences of enacted
stigma and protective factors to transgender people’s mental health, as well as qualitative
analyses that identified mental health determinants based on reported experiences of
transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Moving away from the pathologising
explanation that positions transgender identity as the cause of the elevated rate of mental
health difficulties, this thesis builds on gender minority stress theory to explain the role of
cisgenderism as a key social determinant of mental health underpinning the mental health
inequities faced by transgender people.
The research questions of the current thesis are summarised below.
1. What are the mental health inequities faced by the transgender population relative to
the general population in Aotearoa/New Zealand? Are there differences in mental
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health outcomes across transgender people of different age and gender groups (i.e.,
trans men, trans women, and non-binary)?
2. To what degree is cisgenderism, in the form of enacted stigma, associated with mental
health difficulties for transgender people? Can gender minority stress theory explain
the negative effect of enacted stigma on the mental health of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand?
3. What are the protective factors that are important for the mental health of transgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand? To what degree might protective factors mitigate
against the negative effects of minority stress?
4. What do transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand describe as the most important
determinants of their mental health?
1.9

Thesis Structure
Table 1 presents the organisation of the thesis and an overview of the contents

covered in each chapter. This thesis consists of three unpublished chapters (Chapters 1, 4, and
8), two review articles (Chapters 2 and 3), and three empirical articles (Chapters 5, 6, and 7)
that report findings from the Counting Ourselves survey. Chapters 2, 3, 5, and 6 have been
peer reviewed and published in academic journals. Chapter 7 was accepted for publication in
early February 2021 and waiting for the publisher to typeset.
Note that Chapter 2 comprises a published paper, and an introductory section
providing some context for this paper; this approach is also used for subsequent chapters (3,
5, 6, and 7) that comprise already peer reviewed papers. The writing and referencing style of
each paper is presented based on the journal’s requirements.
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Table 1
Overview of Thesis Structures and Contents Covered
Chapter
Chapter 1

Title
Introduction

Contents
This chapter begins with terminology used for
transgender populations in Aotearoa/New
Zealand. The context of the research is then
presented by outlining the research position and
theoretical framework (i.e., gender minority
stress theory) that shapes the direction of current
thesis. This chapter also draws on international
literature to provide a review regarding the
prevalence of mental health, minority stress, and
protective factors of transgender people.
Research objectives and questions are also
discussed here.

Chapter 2

Article 1—Gender

This paper extends from Chapter 1 to provide a

minority stress: A

more thorough review of gender minority stress

critical review

theory that also accounts for the impacts of
cisgenderism.

Chapter 3

Article 2—Mental health

This paper reviews existing transgender research

of trans and gender

in Aotearoa/New Zealand and explains the

diverse people in

utility of employing a health equity perspective

Aotearoa/New

to understand transgender people’s mental

Zealand: A review of

health.

the social determinants
of inequities
Chapter 4

Study design and
methods

Chapter 5

Article 3—Mental health

This chapter outlines on the philosophy, study
design, and methods of the thesis.
This paper explores the prevalence of mental

inequities among

health difficulties among transgender people in

transgender people in

Aotearoa/New Zealand and identifies the extent

Aotearoa/New

of inequities by comparing to the general
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Zealand: Findings

population estimates. This paper also provides a

from the Counting

novel finding regarding transgender people’s

Ourselves survey

mental health by examining the interaction
effect of age and gender.

Chapter 6

Article 4—Enacted

This paper examines the associations of

stigma experiences and

transgender-specific enacted stigma and

protective factors are

protective factors (family and friend support,

strongly associated

neighborhood belongingness, and transgender

with mental health

community belongingness), with psychological

outcomes of

distress, NSSI, and suicidality among

transgender people in

transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.

Aotearoa/New Zealand
Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Article 5—"It's how the

This paper provides an analysis of qualitative

world around you

responses of transgender people on the mental

treats you for being

health determinants that are crucial for their

trans": Mental health

mental health. This analysis is guided by a

and wellbeing of

critical realist framework (see Chapter 4) to

transgender people in

explore how transgender people make sense of

Aotearoa New Zealand

their mental health in relation to cisgenderism.

Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of the overall
findings, while detailing the limitations of the
current study. Recommendations for future
research and interventions are also presented.
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Chapter 2: Gender Minority Stress: A Critical Review
2.1

Preface
Initially conceptualised to help understand the lived experiences of cisgender gay men

(Meyer, 1995), minority stress theory has been widely used to explain the disproportionate
burden of mental health difficulties affecting ethnic and religious minorities (e.g., Every &
Perry, 2014), sexual minorities (e.g., McCarthy et al., 2014), and more recently, gender
minorities or transgender people (Testa et al., 2015). Minority stress theory (Meyer, 2003)
has been cited more than 8,500 times to date (source: Google Scholar; October 2020), with its
primary application being the elucidation of how marginalised social status and identityspecific stress due to minority identification can lead to mental health inequities. The
utilisation of minority stress theory with transgender people, however, requires critical
evaluation as the minority stressors faced by this population (e.g., non-affirmation of
transgender identity) differ from other minority populations (Testa et al., 2015).
To facilitate a better understanding of reasons for mental health inequities among
transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand, this paper reviewed existing literature on
minority stress theory. The review also critically evaluated Meyer’s account of minority
stress based on various other theoretical frameworks in minority health. These frameworks
include the decompensation framework (Riggs & Treharne, 2017) that calls for the
conceptualisation of minority stress as the result of oppressive social norms (i.e.,
cisgenderism) that privilege identities in dominant social positions and marginalise others;
the psychological mediation framework (Hatzenbuehler, 2009) that suggest examination of
general psychological outcomes alongside minority stress; and the intersectionality
framework (Crenshaw, 1991) that highlights the need to understand the variations of minority
stress experiences in relation to the complexities of multifaceted identities and intersecting
social norms. In particular, this paper critically examined the relationship between gender
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minority stress and cisgenderism that has been serving to police and repudiate manifestations
of gender that fall outside of the cisnormative gender binary.
Declaration: After reviewing all relevant literature, I developed the outline of the
paper and wrote the first full draft of the paper. I was also the main person responsible for
making revisions of the paper based on feedback from the other co-authors and journal
reviewers. Overall, I contributed 75% to this paper, and the other co-authors contributed the
remaining 25%.
Acknowledgement: Publisher permits the right to include the article in a thesis or
dissertation that is not to be published commercially, provided that acknowledgement to prior
publication in the Journal is given. This section <Gender minority stress: A critical review> is
derived in part from an article published in <Journal of Homosexuality> <26th March 2019>
< Taylor & Francis>, available online: <10.1080/00918369.2019.1591789>
Publication status: Published – Citation: Tan, K. K. H., Treharne, G. J., Ellis, S. J.,
Schmidt., J. M., & Veale, J. F. (2020). Gender minority stress: A critical review. Journal of
Homosexuality, 67(10), 1471–1489. doi:10.1080/00918369.2019.1591789
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Chapter 3: Mental Health of Trans and Gender Diverse People in
Aotearoa/New Zealand: A Review of the Social Determinants of
Inequities
3.1

Preface
Despite a growing body of international research calling for the understanding of

transgender identity as a social determinant of mental health, there has been little exploration
of the social aspects of transgender mental health in Aotearoa/New Zealand. To fill this
literature gap, this review drew on the health equity perspective to understand social
determinants of mental health relevant to transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. To
do this, this paper provided a comprehensive review on existing New Zealand-based findings
on the prevalence of mental health problems, minority stressors, and protective factors among
transgender people. In particular, findings of the Youth’12 study (Clark et al., 2014), the first
Aotearoa/New Zealand study to examine transgender people’s mental health, were discussed
in-depth and the study’s limitations were highlighted. This paper also critically reviewed the
two competing perspectives that have been used, in both Aotearoa/New Zealand and
overseas, to explain mental health inequities: (1) the conceptualisation of transgender identity
as a mental health condition through a lens of pathology; and (2) mental health difficulties
that arise from specific social stressors (i.e., gender minority stress) associated with being
transgender. The specificities of these theories were discussed by bringing together evidence
on social aspects of transgender mental health from theoretical and empirical research, and
these arguments were used to inform empirical findings in Chapter 6 and 7. This paper
concluded by providing recommendations for future psychological research with the
transgender populations in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Declaration: After reviewing all relevant literature, I developed the outline of the
paper and wrote the first full draft of the paper. I held the leading role in making revisions of
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the paper based on feedback from the other co-authors and journal reviewers. Overall, I
contributed 75% to this paper, and the other co-authors contributed the remaining 25%.
Acknowledgement: Permission has been sought from the publisher to reuse the
published version of the paper in the compilation of this thesis.
Publication status: Published– Citation: Tan, K. K. H., Schmidt., J. M., Ellis, S. J., &
Veale, J. F. (2019). Mental health of trans and gender diverse people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand: A review of the social determinants of inequities. New Zealand Journal of
Psychology, 48(2), 64–72.
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3.2. Summary of Chapters 2 and 3
Chapters 2 and 3 set the context for this research as reviews were conducted on gender
minority stress theory (Testa et al., 2015) and existing transgender studies in Aotearoa/New
Zealand. The discussions of gender minority stress in relation to cisgenderism in Chapter 3
are subsequently used in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 to explain the heightened rates of mental health
issues among transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Chapter 4 expands on Chapter 3
by linking cisgenderism to a marginalising prejudice that hinders transgender people to
access social determinants of health. The types of social determinants that are crucial for
mental health of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand are examined in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4: Study Design and Methods
4.1

Chapter Overview
This chapter establishes the research framework for the current study. It begins with

an introduction to the philosophy that underpins the methodology used for analysing and
reporting the data. An overview of the Counting Ourselves survey—the source of the data for
empirical studies of this thesis—is then detailed, from survey design and guiding framework,
to recruitment design. Finally, this chapter discusses the methods used in each stage of the
study to analyse the quantitative and qualitative data from the survey.
4.2

Philosophy
While the empirical studies in this thesis have largely drawn on a positivist

framework to conduct analyses that would be replicable and generalisable to wider
transgender populations, the discussion of findings was based on critical realism. This section
provides an overview, as well as the rationale of utilising the critical realist paradigm to
inform the pathway from the ontology (nature of reality) and epistemology (knowledge of
reality) to the theoretical position that underpins the foundation of this thesis.
4.2.1 Positivism
Empiricist epistemology within positivism has long been contended as the only
legitimate form of science and scholarship (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010). Despite the
existence of alternatives (e.g., social constructivism and critical realism), positivism
continues to be the dominant philosophical paradigm within the field of psychology (Breen &
Darlaston-Jones, 2010; Lyons & Chamberlain, 2017). Positivism aims to yield a hypotheticodeductive approach wherein (usually experimental) variables are operationally defined, with
some being manipulated or controlled, and hypotheses based on predetermined variables are
clearly stated on a priori basis, enabling the identification of correlational or causational
relationships (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010; Cruickshank, 2012; McEvoy & Richards,
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2006). By employing scientifically or methodologically sound measures to quantify
psychological phenomena, positivism aims to achieve findings that are objective and free
from the influence of subjective values and experiences (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010).
Research that strictly adheres to positivism may be seen as problematic, however,
especially when it involves marginalised groups (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010; Nelson &
Prilleltensky, 2010). For example, the positivist paradigm has been critiqued for its limited
capacity to address prejudice at societal level (e.g., cisgenderism) and for its uncritical
application in exploring the relevance of social phenomena such as norms, cultures, and
structures in the search for an accurate and comprehensive reality. The problem of “context
stripping” in positivism has been highlighted by researchers who adopt alternative
epistemological approaches, pointing out that the reduction of a social phenomenon to
restricted numbers of predetermined variables may create a “closed system” that may not
only fail to examine the role of social determinants of health, but also risks misconstruing the
actual social worlds (Cruickshank, 2012).
4.2.2 Critical Realism
The perception that the world is a stratified open system, and that there are
unobservable social events and structures that interact in contingent ways to produce changes
at observable levels, was posited by Bhaskar (1997) who developed the critical realism
framework. Critical realism argues that there is a need to look beyond positivism, and strives
to provide a contextual analysis by minimising the disjuncture between human beings (treated
as data in positivism) and social contexts (Cruickshank, 2012; Danermark et al., 2002;
McEvoy & Richards, 2006). Critical realism involves a shift from the assumption that there
are only objective truths about a social phenomenon to the proposal that the existence of an
authentic reality is socially determined and subjective in nature. Rather than engaging in a
relatively rigid form of empirical analysis of a given dataset, Bhaskar (1997) condoned the
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use of established theories to facilitate a deeper analysis, which are congruent with the reality
of the social world. The use of theories, however, does not necessarily negate or compromise
the systematic pursuit of scientific knowledge that is favoured by positivist researchers if the
conceptual models can be empirically tested (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010; Cruickshank,
2012; Danermark et al., 2002; McEvoy & Richards, 2006).
Critical realism also recognises the influence of a researcher’s subjectivity on
interpretation of experiences and stories that are being told by the participants (Cruickshank,
2012; Danermark et al., 2002; Lyons & Chamberlain, 2017). In this research, the use of
critical realism is driven by a health equity perspective that aims to challenge the narrative
that pathologises the experiences of transgender people, with the goal that this population can
achieve their full health potential (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014). A health equity
perspective endorses LGBTQ psychology’s social justice lens (see Section 1.4.2) by
examining the role of cisgenderism as an unjust social structure that can compromise
transgender people’s access to social determinants of health (Harper & Schneider, 2003;
Sandil & Henise, 2017).
In line with the ways in which critical realism treats the social world as theory-laden
(Cruickshank, 2012; Danermark et al., 2002), this research draws on gender minority stress
theory (Hendricks & Testa, 2012; Testa et al., 2015), which asserts that mental health
difficulties are the result of a hostile or stressful social environment, thus suggesting that
observed inequities in mental health among transgender people are socially produced through
cisgenderism (see Chapter 2). The applications of gender minority stress theory were evident
in the empirical studies of this thesis. For instance, gender minority stress theory was used to
explain the social implications of cisgenderism in the quantitative findings of Chapter 5 on
the extent of mental health inequities and Chapter 6 on the relationships between enacted
stigma experiences and protective factors on the mental health of transgender people. In
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Chapter 7, the qualitative analysis, within a critical realist paradigm, went beyond
participants’ descriptions of mental health experiences by examining the role of cisgenderism
to generate a socially located exploration of mental health determinants for transgender
people.
4.3

The Counting Ourselves Survey
The data analysed for the research publications in this thesis were derived from a

larger research project: Counting Ourselves: Trans and Non-Binary Health Survey. This
section presents the overall structure and recruitment methods of the Counting Ourselves
survey, as well as the demographic details of transgender people who participated in the
survey.
4.3.1 Guiding Framework: Te Pae Māhutonga
The Treaty of Waitangi (1840), signed between Māori (the indigenous peoples of
Aotearoa/New Zealand) and the British Crown not only set the foundation of Aotearoa/New
Zealand’s sovereignty, but also recognised the position of indigenous Māori people as one
that should be constitutive of rights and responsibilities (Bennett & Liu, 2018). Therefore, all
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand should play their part in resisting the privileged position of
western knowledge (Smith, 2013), and enable Māori to practise self-determination in
reconnecting with their cultural identities. As more researchers in Aotearoa/New Zealand
embark on the decolonising journey, the incorporation of Māori insights into psychological
research in Aotearoa/New Zealand has become more pertinent than ever.
The Counting Ourselves survey was kaupapa Māori7-informed by Te Pae Māhutonga
(the Māori term for the constellation also known as the Southern Cross) framework of public
health (Durie, 1999, 2004). First developed by Professor Sir Mason Durie, Te Pae Māhutonga

7

The Counting Ourselves research team (including me) worked with one of our team members, Dr
Tāwhanga Nopera, to ensure the approach taken by the survey aligned with the knowledge, skills, and
values of Te Ao Māori or Māori worldview.
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builds on the Ottawa Charter to contextualise a public health framework that is specific to the
history and culture of Aotearoa/New Zealand (Durie, 1999). Te Pae Māhutonga comprises
four central stars forming a cross and two pointer stars pointing toward the cross (Durie,
1999, 2004). Figure 1 presents the diagram for the framework of Te Pae Māhutonga.
Figure 1
Te Pae Māhutonga as an Indigenous Māori Health Model

Note. From Māori health models—Te Pae Mahutonga, by Ministry of Health, 2017.
(https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/populations/maori-health/maori-health-models/maorihealth-models-te-pae-mahutonga). Copyright 2017 by Ministry of Health.
Te Pae Māhutonga not only acts as a navigational aid for sailors and explorers, it also
is a symbolic map for effective health promotion (Durie, 1999). The four central stars can be
used to represent four key domains of health: cultural identity and access to the Māori world
(mauriora), environmental protection (waiora), wellbeing and healthy lifestyles (toiora), and
full participation in wider society (te oranga). The two pointers of effective leadership (ngā
manukura) and autonomy (te mana whakahaere) symbolise two key guiding principles that
are needed to make progress toward the four domains of health (Durie, 1999, 2004). While
Te Pae Māhutonga has mostly been acknowledged as a framework that aligns with
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indigenous Māori worldviews, the Counting Ourselves research team recognised its relevance
for promoting access to social determinants of health among transgender people (Veale et al.,
2019). The kaupapa of Te Pae Mahutonga was also acknowledged by health professionals
and transgender communities when designing guidelines for the provision of genderaffirming care in Aotearoa/New Zealand (see Oliphant et al., 2018).
The domains of health and guiding principles that are relevant to this thesis are
elaborated further in the following paragraphs. Two of these, mauriora and waiora, are not
mentioned here because they fall outside of the scope of this thesis. The Counting Ourselves
survey included questions within the mauriora and waiora domains such as the Multigroup
Ethnic Identity Measure-Revised (MEIM-R) to measure cultural connectedness, involvement
in cultural activities, and Nature Relatedness Scale (NR-6) to measure natural connectedness.
Preliminary analyses found a statistically significant positive correlation between a sense of
belongingness to ethnic group and lower level of suicidal ideation for non-Pākehā (i.e.,
Māori, Pasifika, Asian, and MELAA) participants, but not when the sample also included
Pākehā participants (Veale et al., 2019). Examination of mauriora and waiora domains as
protective factors to promote mental health for specific ethnic groups of the transgender
population requires a comprehensive planning with the Counting Ourselves community
advisory group members; there are plans under way to examine whānaugatanga (relationships
with natural environments and people) experiences of Māori transgender people in another
study.
Ngā Manukura. Ngā Manukura asserts that people within communities hold valuable
knowledge and ought to be meaningfully incorporated in the research process to share their
personal experiences and insights. The Counting Ourselves project was led by researchers
who identified as transgender and involved transgender community members in multiple
phases of the research process. In early 2018, a community advisory group was set up with 10
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transgender people of various backgrounds. This group was chosen to maximise the diversity
of expertise (across ages, ethnicities, and regions) and this included leaders within
transgender communities in Aotearoa/New Zealand. The centring of transgender people in
the research process aligns with the LGBTQ psychology ethos, which views community
members as an important social force in the process of promoting health equity (Nic Giolla
Easpaig et al., 2018).
Te Mana Whakahaere. Te mana whakahaere refers to the ability of a community or
population to have a level of autonomy and self-determination in promoting their own health.
This process includes shifting away from the hierarchical research relationship (i.e.,
researcher and researched) by facilitating a partnership approach wherein transgender people
can take ownership of the issues that matter to them. In the context of transgender health,
Oliphant et al. (2018) noted that te mana whakahaere could be reflected through the
involvement of transgender people in making informed decisions to advance access to
gender-affirming care and to create a non-pathologised understanding of transgender health.
Since the early phase of the research process, the Counting Ourselves research team has
worked closely with the community advisory group in a collaborative manner, with group
members playing key roles in providing advice for participant recruitment and assessing the
relevance and implication of survey items (Veale et al., 2019). With the involvement of
transgender people as community stakeholders, the findings produced are more likely to be
inclusive (e.g., not using language that pathologises transgender people) and be relevant to
wider communities (Adams et al., 2017).
Toiora. Toiora is often discussed alongside the Te Whare Tapa Whā, a Māori model
that views health as a holistic concept with four components, which are spirituality (taha
wairua), emotion and mental wellbeing (taha hinengaro), physical body (taha tinana) and
human relationships (taha whanau; Durie, 1985). Importantly, toiora points towards the
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importance of examining individuals’ lifestyles, which can influence their holistic health,
while accounting for the effects of unjust social structures that can lead to the unequal
distribution of opportunities for making suitable health decisions (Durie, 1999, 2004).
This holistic perspective of viewing mental health has similarities with the World
Health Organization’s (2004) definition of mental health as “as a state of wellbeing wherein
people realise their own abilities, cope with life stresses, work productively, and contribute to
their communities, and that it is an integral part of health alongside physical and social
wellbeing” (p. 12). The broad definition of mental health given by the World Health
Organization is partially captured by the various mental health measures used such as mental
health difficulties (i.e., psychological distress, NSSI, and suicidality) that can interfere with
daily functioning, as well as OECD measures of general mental health (i.e., life satisfaction,
life worthwhileness, and coping with stress) that allow for consideration of multiple aspects
of health (also noted in Chapter 3).
Te Oranga. Te Oranga acknowledges the sociocultural elements of wellbeing, with a
focus on people’s socioeconomic situations and access to social determinants. As a
marginalised population in Aotearoa/New Zealand, transgender participation in the wider
society and social services are known to fall considerably short than the general populations
due to the barriers presented by cisgenderism (Human Rights Commission, 2008).. This
thesis examines the mental health effects of enacted stigma that limit transgender people’s
ability to access social institutions such as employment, healthcare, and legal services.
4.3.2 Survey Design
The Counting Ourselves study was a comprehensive survey that examined the health
and wellbeing of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Veale et al., 2019). The
Counting Ourselves project was led by researchers who identify as transgender, and there was
a core research team that included academic staff and students who were transgender and
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cisgender, Māori, Pākehā (New Zealand European), and Asian. Designed in 2018, the survey
had a simple and direct objective—to ensure transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand
were “counted” in both quantitative and qualitative data that could improve their health
status. For many years, New Zealand population-based surveys such as the Census, the New
Zealand Health Survey, and the New Zealand General Social Survey have operated on a
cisnormative framework that assumes all people are cisgender and that their genders align
with their sex assigned at birth (Ministry of Health, 2017b; Statistics New Zealand, 2016,
2020a). The lack of data collection on transgender identities is an example of cisgenderism as
it neglects the health needs of people whose gender does not conform to cisnormative
expectations (Riggs et al., 2015). To counter the long-held invisibility of transgender people
in national statistics, the Counting Ourselves survey aimed to fill in the gap by asking
participants many of the same questions as the national population-based surveys. These
questions included mental health measures such as the Kessler Psychological Distress Scale
(K10; Kessler et al. (2003) and depression and anxiety diagnoses (i.e., “Have you ever been
told by a doctor that you have depression/anxiety disorder?”) from the 2016/7 New Zealand
Health Survey (Ministry of Health, 2017b), the OECD subjective wellbeing questions (i.e.,
life satisfaction, life worthwhileness, and ability to cope with stress) that were also used in
the 2016 New Zealand Mental Health Survey (Health Promotion Agency, 2016), and the
adapted version of non-suicidal self-injury and suicidality questions that were used in the
Aotearoa/New Zealand Youth’12 study (Clark et al., 2012). Quantitative findings from these
specific questions allowed comparisons to be made between the transgender participants who
responded to the Counting Ourselves survey and the general population estimates of
Aotearoa/New Zealand population-based surveys.
Other questions that were also taken from the Aotearoa/New Zealand populationbased surveys included enacted stigma experiences such as discrimination, unfair treatment,
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verbal harassment, and physical assault, from the 2016 New Zealand General Social Survey
(Statistics New Zealand, 2016); protective factors such as friend and family support that were
measured with a single-item question from the New Zealand Mental Health Survey 2016
(Health Promotion Agency, 2016); and sense of belongingness measures that were either
adopted (i.e., neighbourhood) or adapted (i.e., transgender or non-binary communities) from
the 2016 New Zealand General Social Survey (Statistics New Zealand, 2016). The Counting
Ourselves survey also incorporated questions about experiences related to access to genderaffirming care and transgender-specific enacted stigma, from overseas transgender surveys
(e.g., the 2015 United States Transgender Survey; James et al., 2016), such as homelessness
experiences due to violence from family members, and gender identity conversion efforts.
There were additional questions that were designed by the Counting Ourselves research team
in collaboration with the community advisory group, health professionals and experienced
researchers in specific areas of transgender health. A copy of the paper-form survey
containing questions relevant to the studies of this thesis is in Appendix 1.
4.3.3 Recruitment
Counting Ourselves was an anonymous survey that was open for anyone who
identified as a transgender or non-binary person, aged at least 14 years old, and who was
living in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Participants had the option of completing the survey online
or on papers, although almost all participants (99%) elected to complete the survey online
(Veale et al., 2019). Both online and paper surveys explained the objectives of the study to
participants, and participants provided their consent by completing the survey. Counting
Ourselves received ethical approval from the New Zealand Health and Disability Ethics
Committee (18/NTB/66/AM01) and was open for participation from June to October 2018.
See Appendix 2 for the ethics approval letter.
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Given that transgender people are a stigmatised population in Aotearoa/New Zealand,
many who have affirmed their gender may choose to remain in stealth (not disclosing their
transgender history to people in their surroundings) which makes recruiting this population
difficult. In attempts to capture a wide representation of the diversity among transgender
people, members from the community advisory group, as well as community members from
Māori, Pasifika, and Asian ethnic groups, older aged, disabled, and those living in rural areas
were invited to share quotes about the importance of the survey to them. Illustrated images of
these members and their quotes (for example, see Appendix 3) were shared on the project
website (https://countingourselves.nz/) and distributed on Facebook and Twitter.
Approximately 4 out of 5 participants (79%) reported hearing about the survey via a social
media platform (Veale et al., 2019), suggesting that its relatively anonymous nature may have
allowed more transgender people in stealth to participate.
The Counting Ourselves research team also utilised other recruitment techniques to
reach out to parts of transgender communities that were likely to be harder to access online.
The research team made connections (e.g., sending out flyers, posters, and paper-form
surveys) with transgender, rainbow, and takatāpui community groups and organisations, and
networks of academic researchers and health professionals who were interested in
transgender health, to spread the word about the survey. See Appendix 4 and 5 for the flyers
and posters used for recruitment. Support was sought from key transgender people within
Māori, Pasifika, Asian, disability, and sex-work networks to promote the survey. Direct
contact (e.g., via phone, email, and social media messages) were also made with transgender
people who had strong networks of people who were less likely to be part of online trans
communities, including those who were older and living in rural areas, to encourage them to
complete the survey. During the process of community outreach, the research team used
language that covered terms that are relevant to a broad range of people and communities, for
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example transgender people of Māori (e.g., whakawahine, tāhine, tangata ira tāne) and
Pasifika (e.g., fa’afafine, fa’afatama, fakaleiti) ethnic groups.
4.3.4 Participants’ Demographics
A total of 1,380 people commenced the survey, but some responses were removed for
not meeting the eligibility criteria. During the filtering process, responses were removed if
they were duplicates (n = 22), younger than 14 years old (n = 2), not residing in
Aotearoa/New Zealand (n = 12), or not genuine (e.g., provided offensive responses such as
leaving a transphobic comment or illogical responses such as a current age that was younger
than the age of realising their transgender identities; n = 5). A further 161 were excluded for
not completing the demographic section, which included the questions that indicated
participants were transgender, leaving a final sample of 1,178 participants. Not all 1,178
participants completed the whole survey, however, as questions in the later part of the survey
had a lower number of participants due to participant attrition. For instance, 905 participants
completed the mental health section of the survey, giving a completion rate of 77%. Note that
different numbers of participants were included for each analysis as they depended on the
measures used, hence each study in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 has reported the total number of
participants. Nonetheless, the Counting Ourselves survey remains the largest of its kind in
Aotearoa/New Zealand to date, with a community-based sample that indicates a relatively
larger proportion than the representation of transgender people in overseas large-scale studies
of a similar nature in Australia, Asia, Europe, and North America (e.g., Chen et al., 2019;
Hyde et al., 2013; James et al., 2016; McNeil et al., 2012; Trans PULSE Canada Team,
2020).
The mean age of transgender people for the overall sample was 29.5 (median = 25.0,
SD = 13.3), with a range from 14 to 83 years. See Chapter 5 for further details about the age
distribution of the Counting Ourselves sample. Participants were allowed to select more than
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one ethnic group and the findings here were reported using the concept of total response (i.e.,
participants can be counted as more than one ethnic group; Ministry of Health, 2017). Most
participants identified as New Zealand European/Pākehā (n = 920; 82%), followed by Māori
(n = 160; 14%), Samoan (n = 21; 2%), Chinese (n = 17; 2%), Cook Island Māori (n = 13;
1%), Filipino (n = 11; 1%), and other ethnic groups with less than 1%. When prioritised
ethnicity (i.e., participants are prioritised into one of the four ethnic groups in a priority order
of Māori, Pasifika, Asian, and New Zealand European/Pākehā or other) of Counting
Ourselves participants was compared to the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population (using
estimates of 2016/7 New Zealand Health Survey), there was an greater proportion of New
Zealand European/Pākehā or other (78% vs 69%) and Māori (14% vs 13%) participants, and
an undersampling of Pasifika (4% vs 5%) and Asian (4% vs 13%) participants in the
Counting Ourselves survey (Veale et al., 2019).
Participants were classified into three gender groups based on their responses to
questions on sex assigned at birth and current gender identities. Trans men included those
who selected one of the current gender identities as man, trans man, transsexual, or tangata
ira tāne and were assigned female at birth. Trans women were participants who selected
woman, trans woman, transsexual, tangata ira wahine, or whakawahine and were assigned
male at birth. Participants who did not meet these criteria were classified as non-binary, and
this group included those who selected genderqueer, gender fluid, bigender, pangender, or
non-binary as their current gender. Almost half of participants were non-binary (45%), and
there were similar proportions of trans women (28%) and trans men (27%). There was a
higher proportion of non-binary people who were assigned female at birth (76%). The three
gender groups had distinctive age structures, with a relatively higher proportion of trans
women among older adults (aged 55 and above) and relatively higher proportions of trans
men and non-binary people among younger participants (for more details, see Chapter 5).
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Using the postcodes provided by participants, the Counting Ourselves research team
identified the regions in which the participants lived. More than half reported currently living
in major regions of Auckland (32%) and Wellington (28%), followed by regions of
Canterbury (10%), Otago (7%), Waikato (7%), Manawatū (4%), Bay of Plenty (3%),
Hawke’s Bay (2%), Taranaki (2%), Tasman (2%), other South Island regions (2%), and other
North Island regions (2%).
4.4

Conclusion
This chapter reviewed the two philosophical approaches that underpinned both

quantitative and qualitative methods of this research. The research design of the Counting
Ourselves survey was then discussed, followed by a detailed description of participants’
demographic information. Then, this chapter gave a brief overview of the quantitative and
qualitative methods used to provide additional information on methods that were not covered
in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The next chapter presents a published paper with empirical findings
on mental health inequities among transgender people. The paper aimed to investigate the
prevalence of mental health difficulties and the extent of mental health inequities with the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general populations.
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Chapter 5: Mental Health Inequities Among Transgender People in
Aotearoa/New Zealand: Findings from the Counting Ourselves Survey
5.1

Preface
Overseas studies (e.g., Aparicio-García et al., 2018; Crissman et al., 2019) have

consistently documented that transgender people experience heightened levels of depression,
anxiety, and symptoms related to psychological distress, relative to cisgender people.
Aotearoa/New Zealand-based findings on this topic, however, were limited to the Youth’12
study (Clark et al., 2014) that recruited a relatively small sample of transgender adolescents
(n = 96) and studies with a combined sample of Australian and Aotearoa/New Zealand
transgender people (Couch et al., 2007; Treharne et al., 2020). The findings of Youth’12 need
to be interpreted with caution when generalising to transgender people of older age groups as
previous overseas studies have shown varying rates of mental health concerns among
transgender people of different age groups (e.g., Hyde et al., 2013; James et al., 2016). To the
best of knowledge, only one existing study (the United States Transgender Survey; James et
al., 2016) has examined in detail mental health inequities among transgender people across
age groups.
This study expanded on previous studies by investigating the extent of mental health
inequities between transgender people and the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population
(based on New Zealand Health Survey 2016/7 estimates) across the life course, from youth,
adults, to older adults. While overseas studies (e.g., Chen et al., 2019; Rimes et al., 2019;
Veale, Watson et al., 2017) have compared mental health of transgender people across gender
groups (i.e., trans men, trans women, and non-binary), findings produced have been mixed
which may be partially due to the lack of consideration for age differences. This study
examined mental health differences for gender groups by conducting two sets of analyses (1)
controlling for the effect of age and (2) exploring the interaction effect of age and gender.
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Findings of this study have important implications for future research to understand the life
course perspective (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014) when exploring the mental health, social
contexts, and life trajectory of transgender people of various age groups.
Declaration: I developed the outline of the paper after discussing with my supervisors.
I wrote the first full draft of the paper and was the main person responsible for conducting
data analysis. I also held the leading role in making revisions of the paper based on feedback
from the other co-authors and journal reviewers. Overall, I contributed 80% to this paper, and
the other co-authors contributed the remaining 20%.
Acknowledgement: As this paper is published under an open access licence, the
publisher allows for the exact reproduction of the paper in pdf format.
Publication status: Published in the special issue: Health Inequalities and Social
Support among LGBT+ Populations– Citation: Tan, K. K. H., Ellis, S. J., Schmidt., J. M.,
Byrne, J. L., & Veale, J. F. (2020). Mental health inequities among transgender people in
Aotearoa New Zealand: Findings from the Counting Ourselves survey. International Journal
of Environmental Research and Public Health, 17(8), 2862. doi:10.3390/ijerph17082862
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the following conference:
Tan, K. K. H & Veale, J. F. (2019, August). Mental health inequities among trans and
non-binary people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Trans and Non-Binary Mental Health MiniSymposium, New Zealand Psychology Society Annual Conference, Rotorua, New Zealand.
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Due to the word count restriction of the journal, a decision was made to not include
the general mental health measures in the published paper. Expanding on the published paper
that documents large inequities in depression, anxiety, and psychological distress affecting
transgender participants, the next section presents findings on the extent of inequities of
OECD general mental health outcomes between transgender participants and the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general populations. This section also examines age and gender
differences on transgender people’s general mental health outcomes. Note that each gender
group has a different age range: trans women (14 to 83); trans men (14 to 63); and non-binary
(14 to 73).

Variables
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General mental health was assessed using the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) subjective wellbeing single-item questions. These OECD questions
were also asked in the 2016 New Zealand Mental Health Survey, a population-based study of
1,300 participants in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Health Promotion Agency, 2016).

Life satisfaction. Overall, how satisfied are you with life as a whole these days? The item had
a 5-point response scale from “very satisfied (1)” to “very dissatisfied (5)”.

Life worthwhileness. Overall, to what extent do you feel the things you do in your life are
worthwhile? The item had a 5-point response scale from “not at all worthwhile (1)” to “very
worthwhile (5)”.

Coping with stress. How much you agree or disagree with the following statement: I am able
to cope with everyday stresses of life. The item had a 5-point response scale from “strongly
disagree (1)” to “strongly agree (5)”.

Methods
Independent sample t-tests were carried out to identify the extent of inequities of
OECD general mental health outcomes (i.e., life satisfaction, life worthwhileness, and ability
to cope with stress) between transgender participants and the general population (from the
estimates of the New Zealand Mental Health Survey 2016). Subsequently, ordinal logistic
regression analyses were conducted to examine general mental health differences across
various age and gender groups of transgender people.
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5.2

Results and Discussion of General Mental Health
Table 2 outlines comparisons between transgender participants and the Aotearoa/New

Zealand general population (using estimates of the 2016 New Zealand Mental Health Survey)
for general mental health outcomes: life satisfaction, life worthwhileness, and ability to cope
with stress. Transgender people were found to fare worse across all general mental health
measures relative to the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population, with effect size
differences of almost one standard deviation for the overall sample. This finding was similar
to overseas studies (Anderssen et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2019) that reported lower life
satisfaction and quality of life among transgender people compared to cisgender people.
However, no studies were noted to have explored the extent of inequities of general mental
health outcomes of transgender people relative to cisgender people across different age
groups. Similar to the psychological distress and mental health diagnosis findings—reported
above in the published paper—this study found larger effect sizes for younger age groups
than older age groups (but still statistically significant), across all general mental health
measures.
Table 3 presents the differences in odd ratios from the respective gender groups (trans
men and non-binary people) to the reference category (trans women). Ordinal regression
analyses revealed there were no statistically significant main effects for gender for general
mental health outcomes in the age-adjusted model. This finding echoed a United Kingdom
study (Jones et al., 2019) that found binary transgender people (trans women and trans men)
were no more likely than people with non-binary genders to have better quality of life when
the effect of age is controlled.
Exploratory analyses of interaction effects of age and gender, however, found
statistically significant differences for all general mental health outcomes between trans men
and trans women across age groups. Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the interaction effect of age
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and gender for life satisfaction, life worthwhileness, and ability to cope with stress,
respectively. For each general health measure, there was a more steeply negative regression
line for trans men which indicated a more rapid decrease in general mental health scores from
younger to older ages for trans men relative to trans women. This trend suggested that
younger trans men were more likely to report poorer general mental health than younger trans
women; however, older trans men were more likely to report better general mental health
than older trans women. This statistically significant interaction finding for general mental
health was similar to the reported findings for psychological distress in the published paper.
There are a few explanations that can be made for gender differences across age groups such
as aging effect, maturation effect, and maturation effect (see the published paper for more
details).
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Table 2
General Mental Health Outcomes Across Age Groups and Comparisons with New Zealand Mental Health Survey 2016 (Age 15+)
Counting Ourselves

NZMHS 2016

n

% / M (SD)

% / M (SD)

t-test statistics

Effect size

Life satisfaction (1-5)

869

2.78 (1.22)

1.85 (0.78)

35.14**

d = 0.91

15-19

170

3.46 (1.15)

1.96 (0.75)

26.10**

d = 1.54

20-24

204

2.93 (1.15)

2.00 (0.85)

15.60**

d = 0.92

25-34

266

2.69 (1.14)

1.79 (0.73)

20.09**

d = 0.94

35-44

100

2.30 (1.15)

1.84 (0.82)

5.64**

d = 0.46

45-54

63

2.49 (1.26)

1.88 (0.80)

6.06**

d = 0.58

55+

65

1.98 (0.99)

1.72 (0.75)

2.79*

d = 0.30

Life worthwhileness (1-5)

869

2.62 (1.19)

1.83 (0.72)

32.24**

d = 0.80

15-19

169

3.42 (1.20)

1.99 (0.79)

23.65**

d = 1.41

20-24

201

2.67 (1.10)

2.03 (0.80)

11.29**

d = 0.66

25-34

269

2.49 (1.13)

1.73 (0.69)

18.10**

d = 0.81

35-44

100

2.21 (1.08)

1.77 (0.68)

6.44**

d = 0.49

45-54

64

2.19 (1.10)

1.77 (0.64)

5.25**

d = 0.47

55+

66

1.92 (0.85)

1.71 (0.66)

2.60*

d = 0.28

Cope with stress (1-5)

871

2.82 (1.20)

1.91 (0.74)

36.43**

d = 0.91

15-19

171

3.48 (1.17)

2.10 (0.79)

22.55**

d = 1.38

20-24

202

3.04 (1.16)

2.00 (0.80)

20.18**

d = 1.08

25-34

268

2.60 (1.12)

1.86 (0.69)

19.10**

d = 0.86

35-44

101

2.46 (1.11)

1.96 (0.68)

6.13**

d = 0.51

45-54

63

2.49 (1.13)

1.86 (0.64)

7.66**

d = 0.68

55+

65

1.98 (0.95)

1.74 (0.66)

2.90*

d = 0.29

Note. Response options ranged from 1 (very satisfied) to 5 (very dissatisfied) for life satisfaction; 1 (very worthwhile) to 5 (not at all worthwhile) for life worthwhileness; 1 (strongly agree) to 5
(strongly disagree). Significant difference *p < 0.05 **p < 0.01
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Table 3
Ordinal Logistic Regression of Gender and Age on General Mental Health Variables Among Counting Ourselves Age 14+ Participants.
Life satisfaction

Variables
Age
Gender

Age-adj
Model
Wald
statistics
90.06**

0.67

Non-binary

3.29

Gender x Age
Trans women

Non-binary

OR (95% CI)
0.95 (0.940.96)

Wald
statistics
33.25**

Age-adj Model
Wald statistics

OR (95% CI)

0.96 (0.950.97)

80.86**

0.96 (0.950.97)

0.62
1.00 (ref)

0.87 (0.621.22)
1.33 (0.981.79)

5.22*

-

-

8.56*

-

-

-

-

8.37**

-

-

0.23

1.79

Age-int Model

OR (95% CI)

5.28
1.00 (ref)

Trans men

Trans men

Age-int Model

8.93*

Trans women

Life worthwhileness

2.71 (1.156.37)
1.66 (0.793.50)

Wald
statistics
24.78**

0.97 (0.95-0.98)

14.86**
1.00 (ref)

0.00

OR (95% CI)

1.00 (ref)

1.00 (0.711.40)
1.10 (0.821.49)

13.93**

5.17 (2.18-12.25)

0.93

1.44 (0.69-3.01)

-

-

17.63**

1.00 (ref)

-

-

-

1.00 (ref)

0.96 (0.930.99)
1.00 (0.971.02)

-

-

17.03**

0.94 (0.92-0.97)

-

-

0.26

1.00 (0.97-1.02)

0.39
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Table 4
Ordinal Logistic Regression of Gender and Age on General Mental Health Variables Among Counting Ourselves Age 14+ Participants
(continued)
Cope with stress
Age-adj Model
Variables
Age
Gender

Age-int Model

Wald statistics

OR (95% CI)

Wald statistics

OR (95% CI)

87.16**

0.95 (0.94-0.96)

35.08**

0.96 (0.95-0.97)

3.57

Trans women

7.19*
1.00 (ref)

1.00 (ref)

Trans men

0.40

1.12 (0.80-1.56)

6.11*

2.91 (1.25-6.77)

Non-binary

3.26

1.32 (0.98-1.78)

0.72

1.38 (0.66-2.90)

Gender x Age

-

-

6.30*

Trans women

-

-

Trans men

-

-

6.40*

0.97 (0.94-0.99)

Non-binary

-

-

0.00

1.00 (0.98-1.02)

1.00 (ref)
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Figure 3
The Interaction Effect of Age and Gender on Life Satisfaction of Counting Ourselves Participants
(Age 14+)
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Figure 2
The Interaction Effect of Age and Gender on Life Worthwhileness of Counting Ourselves
Participants (Age 14+)
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Figure 4
The Interaction Effect of Age and Gender on Ability to Cope with Stress of Counting
Ourselves Participants (Age 14+)
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Chapter 6: Enacted Stigma Experiences and Protective Factors are
Strongly Associated with Mental Health Outcomes of Transgender
People in Aotearoa/New Zealand
6.1

Preface
Informed by gender minority stress theory, which was outlined in Chapter 2, this

study assessed the associations of enacted stigma and protective factors with transgender
people’s mental health: psychological distress, NSSI, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempts.
The most recent systematic review on transgender mental health (comprising 77 studies
published from 1997 to 2017; Valentine & Shipherd, 2018) noted that only about two-fifths
(39%) of the reviewed studies had examined the prevalence and/or mental health influences
of enacted stigma due to transgender identities; although more studies have researched this
topic since 2017 (e.g., Kuper et al., 2018). Furthermore, Valentine and Shipherd (2018) noted
that an even lower number of studies have examined protective factors at the interpersonal
level and that existing transgender studies have mainly researched mental health benefits of
primary social ties (i.e., friends and family members; 26%).
To contribute to the further understanding of the growing field, this current study
collated a broad range of enacted stigma or overt gender minority stress events across various
settings (e.g., public places, online, and religious communities) that occurred due to people
being transgender. This operational definition of enacted stigma allowed the investigation of
gender minority stress hypothesis that cisgenderism negatively influences the mental health
of transgender people. This study expanded on overseas research on protective factors by also
looking at associations of secondary social ties (i.e., neighbourhood and transgender
community) with the mental health of transgender people. Specifically, the use of probability
profiling allowed this study to identify if the protective factors of secondary social ties could
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provide additional mental health benefits (beyond primary social ties) for transgender people
who were exposed to enacted stigma. Overall, this study has contributed to the state of
knowledge of enacted stigma and protective factors—in both Aotearoa/New Zealand and
internationally—by focusing on factors specific to transgender people that are amenable to
change through public and healthcare interventions.
Declaration: I developed the outline of the paper after discussing with my supervisors.
I wrote the first full draft of the paper and was the main person responsible for conducting
data analysis. I also held the leading role in making revisions of the paper based on the
feedback from other co-authors and journal reviewers. Overall, I contributed 80% to this
paper, and the other co-authors contributed the remaining 20%.
Acknowledgement: Publisher permits the right to include the article in a thesis or
dissertation that is not to be published commercially, provided that acknowledgement to prior
publication in the Journal is given. This section < Enacted stigma experiences and protective
factors are strongly associated with mental health outcomes of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand > is derived in part from an article published in <International Journal
of Transgender Health> <12th October 2020> < Taylor & Francis>, available online: <
10.1080/15532739.2020.1819504>
Publication status: Published – Citation: Tan, K. K. H., Treharne, G.J., Ellis, S. J.,
Schmidt., J. M., & Veale, J. F. (2020). Enacted stigma experiences and protective factors are
strongly associated with mental health outcomes of transgender people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand. International Journal of Transgender Health. Advance online publication.
doi:10.1080/15532739.2020.1819504
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the following conference:
Tan, K. K. H & Bentham, R. M. (2019, August). Mental Health Risk and Protective
Factors Among Trans and Non-Binary People in Aotearoa New Zealand. Trans and Non-
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Binary Mental Health Mini-Symposium, New Zealand Psychology Society Annual
Conference, Rotorua, New Zealand.
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As the journal limited the number of included tables and figures, a decision was made
to only include the figure of the probability profile for suicide attempt in the published study.
Drawing from Table 4 of the published paper of Chapter 6, these additional figures (Figures
5–7) present findings of probability profiles for psychological distress, NSSI, and suicidal
ideation with different combinations of risk and protective factors. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
Figure 5
Probability Profile of Counting Ourselves Participants Manifesting Very High Psychological Distress
With Different Combinations of Risk and Protective Factors
High enacted stigma
Low enacted stigma
Low on family and friend support, and low on
neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and low on
neighbourhood belongingness

Low on family and friend support, and high on
neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and high on
neighbourhood belongingness

0%
20%
40%
60%
Probability of exhibiting very high psychology distress (%)

80%

100%
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Figure 6
Probability Profile of Counting Ourselves Participants Engaging in NSSI in the Last 12 Months With
Different Combinations of Risk and Protective Factors
High enacted stigma
Low enacted stigma
Low on family and friend support, and
low on neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and
low on neighbourhood belongingness

Low on family and friend support, and
high on neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and
high on neighbourhood belongingness

0%

20%

40%

Probability of engaging in NSSI (%)

60%

80%
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Figure 7
Probability Profile of Counting Ourselves Participants Thinking About Suicide in the Last 12
Months With Different Combinations of Risk and Protective Factors
High enacted stigma
Low enacted stigma
Low on family and friend support, and
low on neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and
low on neighbourhood belongingness

Low on family and friend support, and
high on neighbourhood belongingness

High on family and friend support, and
high on neighbourhood belongingness
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Probability of thinking about suicide (%)

These figures illustrate how multivariate logistic regression (adjusted for age and enacted
stigma) indicated that protective factors such as family and friend support, and
neighbourhood belongingness, were associated with higher level of psychological distress,
NSSI, and suicidal ideation. For example, the probability profile in Figure 5 shows that the
probability of participants exhibiting very high psychological distress was highest when they
were exposed to high level of enacted stigma and they had low levels of protective factors.
Similar findings are noted in Figures 6 and 7, which show high exposures of enacted stigma
and low levels of protective factors had the highest probabilities of NSSI and suicidal
ideation.
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Chapter 7: "It's How the World Around You Treats You for Being
Trans": Mental Health and Wellbeing of Transgender People in
Aotearoa New Zealand
7.1

Preface
There is a scarcity of qualitative studies that explore transgender people’s own

accounts of mental health experiences in Aotearoa/New Zealand. This study aimed to provide
novel findings on this topic by assessing open-text comments from the mental health section
of the Counting Ourselves survey. Internationally, qualitative studies on transgender people
have confined their findings to specific determinants such as healthcare access (e.g., Alpert et
al., 2017; Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020), and gender minority stress and protective factors
(e.g., Howell & Allen, 2020; Singh et al., 2014) without specifically investigating the
relationships of these determinants to mental health outcomes.
This study employed an inductive thematic analysis that treated transgender
participants as the chief informants of their own experiences to guide the creation of themes
on the determinants that were essential for their mental health. This study analysed the
themes by drawing connections with the health equity perspective in Chapter 3 to delineate
the influences of cisgenderism alongside the full range of determinants from biological,
psychological to social, which played crucial roles in promoting mental health equity among
transgender people. This chapter built on Chapter 5 which examined the mental health
inequities among transgender people and Chapter 6 that explored the associations between
enacted stigma and mental health for transgender people by examining mental health
determinants that were not covered in the quantitative findings in these chapters.
Declaration: Both Johanna (second author) and I initiated the coding process and I
received guidance during this process to revise the codes and draw the thematic map. Any
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discrepancies in coding decisions were discussed with Sonja (third author) and I was
responsible for refining the codes and amalgamating the codes into themes. All authors
involved in the discussion of finalising the themes. I also wrote the first full draft of the paper
and made subsequent revisions based on feedback from the other co-authors. Overall, I
contributed 80% to this paper, and the other co-authors contributed the remaining 20%.
Publication status: Accepted for publication in the special issue: Critical Psychology
Perspectives on LGBTQ+ Mental Health: Current Issues and Interventions of the Psychology
and Sexuality journal.
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Abstract
Globally, transgender people have been described as a highly marginalised population
due to cisgenderism that delegitimises their gender identities and expressions. Despite robust
evidence from many countries noting the association of discrimination and stigma for being
transgender with heightened mental health risks, qualitative research that examines the
nuances of mental health indicators using health equity frameworks has been scant both in
Aotearoa/New Zealand and overseas. Using an inductive thematic approach, this paper
analysed 222 open-text responses in the mental health section of the 2018 Counting
Ourselves: Aotearoa New Zealand Trans and Non-binary Health Survey. Our findings
showed four overarching themes: gender-affirming healthcare, mental healthcare services and
accessibility, gender minority stress, and self-affirmation and social support. Participants’
narratives described pervasive gender minority stress experiences in gender-affirming and
mental healthcare services, including unmet healthcare needs, lack of competency in
healthcare delivery, and pathologisation of their genders. In social settings, our participants
commonly reported discrimination and violence, although they also reported that selfaffirmation strategies and social support offset the impacts of gender minority stress on their
mental health. The current findings indicate the importance of exploring mental health
outcomes for transgender people in relation to cisgenderism and resultant gender minority
stress.
Keywords: transgender, cisgenderism, gender minority stress, mental health, healthcare
services
Introduction
The term transgender commonly refers to people whose gender differs from their sex
assigned at birth. It is used as an umbrella term to encompass trans men (people assigned
female at birth who identify as/are men), trans women (people assigned male at birth who
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identify as/are women), and people with non-binary genders (those who identify as/are other
genders, across a spectrum of gender diversity; American Psychological Association, 2015).
In Aotearoa/New Zealand, there are many ways of understanding gender diversity, including
those specific to Pākehā (New Zealand European), Māori, Pacific, and Asian cultures (Tan et
al., 2019). Gender diverse identities within Māori and Pacific cultures may carry historical,
political, and social connotations that are not directly translatable to western concepts, and
these are reflected in a range of identifications such as Māori takātapui, whakawahine, and
tangata ira tāne, and Pacific identities including Sāmoan fa'afafine and Cook Islands Māori
akava’ine (Tan et al., 2019). In an attempt to minimise the limitations associated with the
usage of the umbrella term “transgender” to cover this broad range of diversity, we will be
giving specific attention to race/ethnicity, gender, and age group differences in our analyses.
Cisgenderism and Gender Minority Stress. Cisgenderism refers to the systemic
attitudes, policies, and practices that discriminate transgender people due to cisnormativity
that identifies cisgender people as dominant, normal, and superior (Ansara, 2010; Tan et al.,
2020a). The privileging of cisgender identities through cisgenderism and cisnormativity is an
example of the injustice of exclusionary social norms, as it exposes people who do not
conform to the cisnormative expectations of being a cisgender man or a cisgender woman to
gender minority stressors (e.g., prejudice, discrimination, and violence). Gender minority
stress theory postulates that transgender people face a continuum of stressors, ranging from
distal to proximal (Tan et al., 2020a; Testa et al., 2015). Distal stressors are external events,
such as discrimination and victimisation, that occur at interpersonal (e.g., peer rejection and
cyberbullying) and structural (e.g., barriers in obtaining legal gender recognition) levels
(Testa et al., 2015). Proximal stressors refer to subjective experiences such as the
internalisation of cisgenderism, the development of expectations related to distal stressors,
and the concealment of one’s gender identity (Tan et al., 2020a; Testa et al., 2015).
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Testa et al. (2015) found evidence that proximal stressors partially mediate the effect
of distal stressors on mental health. This suggests that mental health concerns (e.g.,
psychological distress and suicidality) among transgender people originate from distal
stressors and may be influenced by individuals’ proximal appraisal systems or evaluation of
minority stress experiences (Tan et al., 2020a). The negative consequences of minority stress,
however, can be mitigated when transgender people have adequate access to protective
factors. Some of the most crucial domains of social support with known protective influences
on transgender people’s mental health are family and peer support (Fuller & Riggs, 2018;
Olson et al., 2016; Singh et al., 2014; Veale et al., 2017) and a sense of connection to a
transgender community (Brennan et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2014; Testa et al., 2015).
Individual-level protective factors such as identity pride are also important aspects of
resilience among transgender people to buffer against gender minority stress (Testa et al.,
2015) and can be fostered, as necessary, with support from mental health professionals and
social support networks (Singh et al., 2014).
Mental Healthcare Access. Access to mental healthcare is undoubtedly of major
importance for transgender people, given the high prevalence of mental health difficulties due
to gender minority stress (Ellis et al., 2015; James et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2020b). Despite
transgender people’s higher mental health needs, transgender people face difficulties in
accessing equitable mental healthcare services due to cisgenderism. The 2012 United
Kingdom Trans Mental Health Study reported one-third (34%) of participants were
dissatisfied with their mental healthcare experiences and approximately half (51%) expressed
concerns about discussing their gender with a healthcare provider (Ellis et al., 2015). Other
studies also showed that transgender people were likely to delay accessing mental healthcare
services and terminate mental healthcare services prematurely due to unhelpful healthcare
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providers who for example, misgendered their clients or appeared to lack trans-specific
knowledge (Alpert et al., 2017; Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020; Pitts et al., 2009).
Gender-affirming Healthcare Access. Provision of mental healthcare services and
gender-affirming medical interventions are not always mutually exclusive in Aotearoa/New
Zealand. At the time of writing, hormone therapy can be accessed through service providers
such as primary healthcare team and sexual health services, and gender-affirming surgeries
such as breast augmentation and chest reconstruction are provided by specialists in some
local District Health Board (DHB) areas (Ministry of Health, 2020). Referrals to publicly
funded gender-affirming (genital) surgery service requires transgender people to have a
readiness assessment from a health professional (e.g, mental health professional,
endocrinologist, or sexual health physician) who has expertise in gender-affirming care
(Ministry of Health, 2020). Transgender people might also consult mental health
professionals for assistance with the informed consent process while accessing other genderaffirming interventions such as hormone prescriptions (Oliphant et al., 2018) though this is
not always required.
There is a rising demand for gender-affirming medical interventions with substantial
growth in the number of transgender people seeking such services across different countries
(Delahunt et al., 2016; Telfer et al., 2018). Studies have demonstrated the positive
associations between access to gender-affirming interventions and the mental health of
transgender people, as these interventions help align transgender people’s physical
characteristics with their affirmed gender and to alleviate bodily gender dysphoria for many
transgender people (Brennan et al., 2017; Tomita et al., 2019). For transgender people who
were actively seeking gender-affirming surgery but could not access it, a study with a
transgender sample in China found that they were at greater odds of developing suicidal
thoughts (Chen et al., 2019). In spite of the negative mental health effects associated with the
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inability to fully affirm their gender, transgender people often have to wait for a long duration
before being able to access gender-affirming care (Ellis et al., 2015).
Objectives. International research has consistently demonstrated stark mental health
inequities affecting transgender people compared to their cisgender counterparts (James et al.,
2016; Pitts et al., 2009). Research that describes the nuances of mental health indicators
affecting transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand has been limited, however. While
there are numerous qualitative studies that have researched transgender people’s experiences
of healthcare access (e.g., Alpert et al., 2017; Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020), and gender
minority stress and protective factors (e.g., Singh et al., 2014), these studies have not
specifically investigated the relationships of these determinants to mental health outcomes.
This qualitative paper is the first, to our knowledge, to exclusively analyse open-text survey
responses from a large nonprobability sample of transgender people, with the objective of
exploring the mental health needs of transgender people. Building on gender minority stress
theory (Tan et al., 2020a; Testa et al., 2015), we analysed participants responses by
accounting for the influences of structural and environmental contexts alongside the full
range of determinants from biological, psychological, to social, that play crucial roles in
promoting mental health equity among transgender people (Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014).
Method
The data presented here was obtained as part of the 2018 Counting Ourselves:
Aotearoa New Zealand Trans and Non-Binary Health Survey, which recruited 1,178
transgender people aged 14 or older who lived in Aotearoa/New Zealand. This
comprehensive study collected data on transgender people’s physical and mental health,
experiences in general and gender-affirming healthcare services, gender minority stress
experiences, and levels of support from friends, family, and the wider community. The
survey received ethical approval from the New Zealand Health and Disability Ethics
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Committee (18/NTB/66/AM01) and was open for participation between June and September
2018. In order to maximise the diversity and representativeness of our sample of transgender
people, our recruitment strategy involved reaching out to potential participants via social
media (e.g., Facebook), community newsletters and notice boards, and word of mouth by
collaborating with community advisory group members, academic researchers, and health
professionals working with transgender people.
There were 1,380 initial responses, with 1,178 of these meeting the inclusion criteria.
These excluded responses that were duplicates, participants not from Aotearoa/New Zealand,
and participants who did not complete the demographic section to indicate that they were
transgender (see Veale et al. (2019), for more details). As this was a lengthy survey, attrition
led to some partial completions; however, more than three quarters of participants (n = 905)
completed the mental health section of the survey.
A general open-text question was placed at the end of each topic section of the survey,
with the aim to identify additional issues that were not covered by the closed questions. In
this paper, we analysed the open-ended question in the mental health section “Is there
anything further about your mental health that you would like to share with us?”. Responses
such as “no” and “no, all good” (n = 7) were treated as non-responses and excluded from
analysis, leaving 222 responses to this specific question that were included in this analysis.
Each response was classified by the participant’s gender (i.e., trans man, trans woman or nonbinary), age group (Youth: 14-24; Adult: 25-54; Older adults: 55 and above), and ethnicity.
Analysis
A thematic analysis was employed to analyse qualitative comments from the opentext question and identify patterned codes and themes (Clarke et al., 2015). Specifically, we
chose the inductive approach of thematic analysis that positions participants as the chief
informants of their own experiences. Critical realism recognises the existence of reality as
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socially determined and proposes that there is a need to provide contextual analyses by
bridging the disjuncture between human beings and social context (Cruickshank, 2012;
Danermark et al., 2002). Critical realism treats the social world as theory-laden (Cruickshank,
2012; Danermark et al., 2002), and this study drew on gender minority stress theory (Testa et
al., 2015; Tan et al., 2020) to explore how transgender people make sense of their mental
health in relation to wider social environments and associated norms (e.g., cisgenderism). The
coding process began with the first and second author (KT and JS) familiarising themselves
with the data and then systematically reading all of the responses to generate initial codes.
Any discrepancies in coding decisions were reviewed by the third author (SE) and the three
authors worked together to compare and refine codes before grouping the responses into a set
of mutual categories. Suggestions were also made to amalgamate codes into themes during
this process. All coding themes were jointly discussed and a consensus was reached among
all authors. An individual response could contribute to more than one code or theme if the
comments touched on several issues.
Given that only 19% of those who undertook the survey, and 25% of those who
completed the mental health section, elected to provide a response to this open-ended
question, we were interested to see if there were any demographic differences among this
group compared to the overall sample. IBM SPSS Statistics version 25 was used to conduct
this quantitative analysis. Differences in the proportion of participants who left a qualitative
comment by demographics (gender, age, and ethnicity/race) were determined with chi-square
goodness-of-fit (χ2) tests. Standardised adjusted residuals were used to identify statistically
significant differences between the number of cases observed and the number expected in a
cell. Residual values that exceed ± 1.96 indicate the proportion of participants who left a
comment versus those who did not to differ significantly for a demographic group. These
results showed that only youth participants were less likely, and older adults more likely, to
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respond to this question; the statistical findings are outlined in online supplementary file
(Table S1).
Results and discussion
Our qualitative analysis resulted in four overarching themes to summarise the
contents across participants. While each theme is distinct, they needed to be considered
alongside each other to paint a coherent picture of the determinants of mental health for
transgender people. Figure 1 presents the thematic map of four determinants that our
participants described as essential to their mental health.

Figure 1. Thematic map of mental health determinants of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand

Gender-affirming Healthcare. Unmet need for gender-affirming healthcare is a
prevalent issue for transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In the Counting Ourselves
report, unmet need was defined as those who wanted but could not access specific medical
interventions (Veale et al., 2019). For instance, there was a high percentage of Counting
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Ourselves participants who had an unmet need for hormone treatment (19%), breast
augmentation surgery8 (35%), and chest reconstruction surgery9 (48%; Veale et al., 2019).
Many participants reported that not being able to access gender-affirming medical
interventions impacted negatively on their mental health, for example:
Any depression I experience is due to the fact that my exterior physical
image does not match the psychological image I wish to be that could be
corrected by surgeries that I can neither afford or could see happening
through the NZ health system anytime within my lifetime (NZ
European/Pākehā, Trans woman, Adult).
Consistent with previous studies (Brennan et al., 2017; Ellis et al., 2015; Tomita et al.,
2019), our participants who had undertaken medical procedures to affirm their gender had
better mental health and wellbeing because of this, for example: “I used to have serious
clinical depression, from my early teens. When I started taking cross-hormones all that
disappeared within a couple of weeks. Turns out in my case it's largely a matter of hormonal
balance” (Māori, Trans man, Adult).
In 2018, a multidisciplinary group of health professionals developed a guideline
document for the provision of gender-affirming care that are culturally relevant to
Aotearoa/New Zealand context (Oliphant et al., 2018). The document recognised the high
unmet needs for gender-affirming medical interventions and the current pathologising
practices by some health professionals that have presented challenges for transgender people
to access medically necessary healthcare (Oliphant et al., 2018). An example of this is the
reliance on the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM; American Psychiatric Association,

8
9

Among trans women and non-binary participants assigned male at birth
Among trans men and non-binary participants assigned female at birth
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2013) to assess eligibility for gender affirming care. One participant demonstrated their
dissatisfaction with the pathologisation of transgender identity through the DSM.
I don't put much value in the DSM and think it is absurd. It's been
historically used to police gender normative behaviour and I am very
uncomfortable with the way we are now trying to get the psychiatric
discipline onside in our quest for gender rights. Master's house with the
master's tools and all that. I'm not on board (NZ European/Pākehā, Nonbinary, Adult).
The perception that gender diversity is an indicator of mental disorder has been
institutionalised since the listing of “transvestism” in DSM-I (American Psychiatric
Association, 1952) and “transsexualism” in the International Classification of Disease (ICD9; World Health Organization, 1975). The continued listing of transgender people’s
experiences as a diagnostic category, including “gender dysphoria” in DSM-5 has been
critiqued for reinforcing the pathologisation of transgender identities and the normalisation of
cisgender identities, as well as implying that medical intervention is a mandatory trajectory
for transgender people to affirm their genders (Castro-Peraza et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019).
Transgender scholars and advocates have celebrated the World Health Organisation’s recent
depathologisation of transgender identities (Castro-Peraza et al., 2019), signalling that they
will move the diagnosis for transgender people from the Mental and Behavioural Disorders
chapter to the new chapter of Conditions Related to Sexual Health in the 11th edition of the
ICD (World Health Organization, 2020). This depathologising movement implies that being
transgender should no longer be considered a mental illness. The findings discussed here also
reflect that being gender diverse is not the cause of the distress that many transgender people
experience – rather, this distress is related to societal reactions to gender diversity and
transgender people’s inability to access services many need to affirm their genders.
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Mental Healthcare Service and Accessibility. Published findings using the same
study as this paper showed transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand were experiencing
disproportionate mental health burdens with approximately nine times higher psychological
distress for transgender people (72%) compared to the general population (8%; Tan et al.,
2020b). The Counting Ourselves report also revealed a high prevalence of transgender people
engaging in suicidal thoughts (56%) and suicide attempts (12%) in the past year, findings
which have been found to be associated with gender minority stress experiences (Veale et al.,
2019). Given the high prevalence of mental health concerns that transgender people face, it is
no surprise that they are more likely to seek mental healthcare services for support related to
the consequences of gender minority stress or concerns regarding their mental health.
The benefits of mental healthcare services (e.g., counselling or medication) in
providing support in the face of discrimination or rejection, relief from distress, coping skills
to manage emotional vulnerabilities, or gender affirming strategies were mentioned by our
participants.
One of the hardest periods of my life was when I started transitioning and
lost most of friends and the dyke community I lived in at that time. It was
very important for me to have access to a psychotherapist to deal with that
stress, and the discrimination and exclusion I experienced–either
intentionally or because the community at that time did not know how to
respond. I was lucky I could afford to pay to see a psychotherapist,
especially as there was very little peer support available for trans men (NZ
European/Pākehā, Trans man, Older adult).
Our findings supported previous studies that have documented high unmet needs for
mental healthcare services among transgender people (Ellis et al., 2015; James et al., 2016).
The lack of allocated funding to expand the provision of mental healthcare services for
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minority populations in Aotearoa/New Zealand has led to a long waiting time for transgender
people to access much needed healthcare services (Clunie, 2018; Delahunt et al., 2016).
Participants with mental health conditions reported that their conditions were exacerbated by
these delays.
I don't think my mental health is bad enough that I need to urgently see
anyone, but I definitely think I could use some help–if only seeing mental
health professionals wasn't so expensive and I didn't have to wait for
months and months just to get an appointment. I don't want to die or selfharm, but I don't know how else to explain my constant low mood, lack of
motivation, awful sleep schedule, constant tiredness, negative self-talk,
sensitivity–among many other symptoms–other than as some kinds of
depression? Talking about it and figuring it out with somebody would be
nice, but here I am, anonymously typing into a box because I can't get help
elsewhere (NZ European/Pākehā, Non-binary, Youth).
In addition to the high cost of private services and the low availability of publicly
provided mental healthcare provision in Aotearoa/New Zealand, even in areas where services
were available, many participants reported that having to navigate through a system that
largely did not recognise or accept their genders deterred them from visiting mental
healthcare professionals. For example, one participant did not think that mental healthcare
services would be helpful as “Most treatments offered comprise of 4 or 5 appointments with
counsellors who know nothing about trans issues. Waste of time and resources” (NZ
European/Pākehā, Non-binary, Adult). While the inclusion of such knowledge in the training
of medical professions has been deemed essential in promoting inclusivity towards
transgender healthcare, a recent study surveying academic staff at Aotearoa/New Zealand
medical schools found that little to no content relating to gender diversity was introduced in
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the preclinical curriculum for medical health professionals such as psychiatrists (Taylor et al.,
2018). Overseas studies have found that when mental healthcare service providers possessed
sufficient knowledge about transgender issues, they were more likely to respect transgender
people by using their preferred name and pronouns, and to have a solid understanding of the
gender minority stress that their clients encounter (Ellis et al., 2015; Halliday & Caltabiano,
2020).
Cisgenderist prejudices were also evident in mental healthcare services. As one
participant said:
I’ve often had my mental health conflated with my “trans” status. I’ve had
countless times where assumptions have been made that my mental health
is poor due to being apparently “part way” through transitioning or
implying that because I haven’t had chest surgery for example, that’s why
I’m in a bad space (Māori, Non-binary, Adult).
The lack of transgender-competency on the part of mental healthcare professionals,
sometimes coupled with judgmental attitudes, can lead transgender people to question the
ability of the provider to effectively render care. One participant shared an experience that
could be interpreted as a gender identity conversion effort (GICE; Turban et al., 2020), “I
have had a psychiatrist tell me she could “fix” my gender and sexuality as it was caused by
trauma. She said this in front of my queer, trans partner” (NZ European/Pākehā, Non-binary,
Youth). It is notable that in the Counting Ourselves quantitative data, about one-sixth (17%)
of participants reported attempts at gender identity conversion in their lifetimes (Veale et al.,
2019). A recent United States survey found that transgender people who were exposed to
GICE in their lifetime had higher prevalence of psychological distress and suicidality (Turban
et al., 2020). Practices that impede transgender people from affirming their gender are an
example of cisnormative indoctrination, and have been deemed as unethical and harmful by
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the New Zealand Psychologists Board (2019). Previous transgender-affirmative research
urges mental healthcare providers for transgender people to go beyond clinical competency
(i.e., having knowledge of clinical issues related to gender-affirming care) and to include
cultural competency (i.e., acknowledge the social context of health inequities affecting
transgender people and being inclusive of gender diversity in the content and processes of
healthcare delivery; Alpert et al., 2017; American Psychological Association, 2015; Ellis et
al., 2015).
Gender Minority Stress. In their comments, survey participants talked about how
their mental health was negatively affected by cisgenderism and gender minority stress.
Cisgenderism describes marginalisation and prejudice against transgender people, which
often results in pathologising people who do not conform to the conventional cisgender
norms (Tan et al., 2020a). The marginalisation of transgender identities in society may lead to
the social isolation of transgender people, an effect that has much negative influences on
mental health, as one participant shared:
While I don’t agree with these specific assumptions and diagnoses [gender
identity disorder], I do agree that gender variance has influenced my mental
health and will continue to. Not because it is an issue for me so much as
dealing and navigating in a world that often does it’s best to make me
alienated, alone, less than (Māori, Non-binary, Adult).
Another participant criticised the notion that transgender identity is pathological,
“Being trans isn't something that in itself causes mental distress or harm. It's how the world
around you treats you for being trans that does the harm” (NZ European/Pākehā, Trans man,
Adult). The pathologising perspective that transgender identity is a cause of distress has been
widely taken for granted without much consideration of the consequences of the specific
form of stress that transgender people face due to cisgenderism – gender minority stress
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(Schulz, 2018; Tan et al., 2020a). Many participants conveyed how cisgenderism manifested
in their daily lives, including one participant who noted not being acknowledged
appropriately for his affirmed gender: “All the time struggling daily with being misgendered not seen and read correctly” (NZ European/Pākehā, Trans man, Adult). Other examples of
cisgenderism that participants brought up ranged from experiences of violence (e.g., sexual
abuse and workplace bullying) and lack of understanding from the society about transgender
issues, to the need to advocate for basic human rights to lead a life without being stigmatised.
Cisgenderism has specific impacts on those with non-binary identities, which one participant
described as being “non-binary in a binary world” (Māori, Non-binary, Adult), and the need
to resist pressure to identify as one of two normative gender categories.
Self-affirmation and Social Support. Emerging evidence suggests that affirmative
family environments can mitigate the high prevalence of mental health concerns among
transgender people (Fuller & Riggs, 2018; Veale et al., 2017). One United States study found
that socially transitioned transgender youth who were supported by family members in
affirming their gender were no more likely than their cisgender counterparts to exhibit
depression and anxiety symptoms (Olson et al., 2016). Our participants’ responses
corroborated these findings, for example, “Being accepted and affirmed by my family and
whānau (extended family) in my preferred gender improved my mental health” (Māori, Trans
men, Adult). Conversely, transgender people who were estranged from family members may
feel that challenging cisgenderism without support makes them vulnerable, as one participant
(Middle Eastern, Trans men, Youth) noted “There is little to no understanding in society, and
often people like myself are told it's our fault that we're miserable. To be ‘more positive.’ It is
hard, when I don't have family connections.”
In a society where transgender people may often feel socially ostracised, the presence
of trans-affirming friends, family, and community members can be crucial in ensuring that
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transgender people are equipped with support systems to enable them to cope with the effects
of gender minority stress (Singh et al., 2014; Testa et al., 2015). Studies found peer support
may provide additional mental health benefits on top of support from the family of origin for
transgender people, suggesting that they may benefit from extending their networks to form
“families of choice” and peer support groups that comprise members who are supportive of
their gender-affirming routes (Fuller & Riggs, 2018; Veale et al., 2017). A comment from our
participants echoed these previous findings.
The only other time I have considered it [suicide] was during the process of
realising I was trans, because it took me a long time to come to terms with
it and I was scared of what I might have to deal with, but that improved
with time and with support from friends and family. (Asian, Trans man,
Youth)
Pathways of gender affirmation are not necessarily limited to medical interventions,
but also include process that are social (e.g., changing presentation through clothing) and
legal (e.g., name change on formal documents; Oliphant et al., 2018; Olson et al., 2016).
Some participants mentioned that coming to terms with their transgender identity improved
their mental health: for example, one participant noted “Forty years of depression cleared in
two days after realising (or admitting to myself) that I am transgender. I had secretly cross
dressed all my life since about 3-4 years old. I couldn't connect the depression with being
transgender” (NZ European/Pākehā, Trans women, Older adult). Others noted the mental
health benefits of embracing their transgender identity through gender affirmation: for
example, “Coming out and transitioning has allowed me to get in touch with my body and
emotions and achieve a more holistic wellbeing” (NZ European/Pākehā, Trans women,
Adult). Our findings supported a previous qualitative study with transgender youth that
suggested being able to come out or self-define one’s gender identity was an integral factor
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for transgender people in promoting personal resilience to mitigate the effects of gender
minority stress (Singh et al., 2014).
Strengths and Limitations
The Counting Ourselves study is the largest survey of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand to date with recruitment of diverse range of subgroups (gender
identity, age, and ethnicity) across various geographical locations in this country. The
majority of participants responded to the survey online and while a recruitment strategy was
employed to reach wider audiences via internet groups and transgender community
organisations, our sample may over-represent those who were younger and more connected
to transgender communities. When identifying if there is a risk of bias in the open-text
responses used for this specific paper (when compared to the overall sample for Counting
Ourselves), we only found the proportion of people who responded to the open-text responses
to differ by age group, with younger participants being less likely to leave a qualitative
comment and older participants (aged 55 and above) being more likely to respond (see Table
S1). Higher response rate among older participants aligns with another study that analysed
free-text comments embedded within large quantitative surveys (Cunningham & Wells,
2017). There were no statistically significant differences for other demographic
characteristics (i.e., gender, ethnicity, and region), suggesting that there was minimal bias
among participants who self-selected to provide a qualitative comment based on these other
demographic factors.
Studies have shown that the use of “any other comments” question in surveys could
help to redress research power imbalances because participants can express their opinions or
concerns without the constraints inherent in closed questions (O'Cathain & Thomas, 2004).
Researchers’ interpretation may be restricted, however, because respondents may provide
only a few words or sentences, resulting in a lack of context and conceptual richness
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(O'Cathain & Thomas, 2004). However, in our study many participants provided often
lengthy details about their perceptions of their mental health. We judged the open-ended
comments in the mental health section to be very useful, given high numbers of participants
(222) responded, providing valuable information to complement the quantitative findings
published elsewhere (Tan et al., 2020; Veale et al., 2019).
A strength of this paper is its ability in capturing the broad range of issues related to
mental health such as gender minority stress and mental healthcare access. However, the
space constraint does not allow us to go more in-depth on each inductive theme. There are
many other open-ended comments that can be assessed from other sections of the survey to
further consolidate our findings; but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusion and Implications
This paper extends beyond the pathological perspective that positions transgender
identity as the primary cause of internal distress among transgender people. Using indicators
from health equity frameworks (e.g., Fredriksen-Goldsen et al., 2014), our findings affirm the
need to understand the social determinants that result in mental health inequities among
transgender people. Participants in our study reported individual and collective experiences of
cisgenderism across a range of social settings. These included gender minority stress
experiences (e.g., discrimination and misgendering), social exclusion, and loss of social
support from friends and family members. The high rates of gender minority stress and
violence among our participants endorse the recent Human Rights Commission’s call to
explicitly mention transgender people as a population whose human rights need to be
safeguarded under the Human Rights Act 1993 in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Human Rights
Commission, 2020).
Transgender people have greater healthcare needs due to gender minority stress
experiences and their need for gender affirming medical interventions, and yet our findings
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suggest that they experience inequities and gaps in accessing both gender-affirming and
mental health services. It is very concerning that healthcare services, which should be
supporting transgender people during some of the most difficult times of their lives, may
present obstacles to accessing medically necessary healthcare, may exacerbate mental health
symptoms through gender minority stress and pathologising practices, or may be avoided for
fear of unhelpful and non-inclusive treatments.
The lack of transgender-specific training among mental health professionals in
Aotearoa/New Zealand is likely to contribute to the gaps in trans clinical and cultural
competency in healthcare provision for transgender people (Taylor et al., 2018). Being
knowledgeable about the latest guideline for gender affirming healthcare is crucial as the
guideline situates transgender people at the core of decision-making processes and recognises
their right to bodily autonomy and self-determination (American Psychological Association,
2015; Oliphant et al., 2018; Schulz, 2018). Health professionals should consider the informed
consent model as an alternative to the DSM, as the former acknowledges transgender people
as the experts of their own lives and that mental health assessment is an option rather than a
prerequisite for access to gender-affirming procedures. Instead of relying on a diagnosis to
gatekeep transgender people’s access to gender-affirming care, health professionals can work
alongside transgender patients by presenting them with information about the risks and
benefits of undertaking gender-affirming medical interventions and ensuring that they are
informed in authorising their own treatment (Schulz, 2018). Our findings echo a recent
submission to the government’s mental health and addictions inquiry for the need to
implementing informed consent model in healthcare settings, as well as, to urge policy
makers to identify transgender people as a named priority in mental health policies (Clunie,
2018). When transgender people are feeling socially included in healthcare settings and are
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living in social environments that are supportive of their identities, our findings propose that
they can achieve mental health equity and are able to participate fully in society.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
8.1

Chapter Overview
This chapter summarises the findings in relation to respective research questions by

making reference to the review studies (Chapters 2 and 3) and empirical studies (Chapters 5,
6, and 7). Next, this chapter discusses the significance of the current thesis in terms of its
contribution to theory and practices of public health and healthcare settings. Chapter 8
concludes with limitations of the current study and recommendations for future research.
8.2

Summary of Research
This thesis comprises a series of quantitative and qualitative studies aimed at

understanding the mental health of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
A major gap found in the Aotearoa/New Zealand literature was the absence of
research regarding the prevalence of mental health difficulties among transgender people
other than those at high school, and the relationship between gender minority stress resulting
from cisgenderism and elevated rates of mental health difficulties experienced by the
transgender population. Overseas research has increasingly employed gender minority stress
theory to explain the associations among enacted stigma, protective factors, and mental health
of transgender people. However, few studies have provided an explanation for the social
origins of gender minority tress in relation to cisgenderism or the prejudice that normalises
and privileges cisgender people. The primary aim of this thesis was, therefore, to provide an
insight into the inequities of mental health between transgender participants and the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general populations across all age groups—a subject not previously
explored in New Zealand-based nationally representative surveys. This thesis used a health
equity perspective to explore the possible influences of enacted stigma experiences as social
determinants of mental health inequities and the benefits of protective factors for transgender
people’s mental health. The use of the health equity perspective extended to qualitative
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findings to examine the determinants that were perceived by transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand as crucial in promoting their mental health.
The following sections (from 8.3 to 8.6) describe how the results of the analyses
address the research questions outlined for this thesis in Chapter 1. The results are discussed
in relation to previous literature, as well as the quantitative findings from Chapters 5 and 6,
and qualitative findings from Chapter 7.
8.3

Research Question 1

What are the mental health inequities faced by the transgender population relative to the
general population in Aotearoa/New Zealand? Are there differences in mental health
outcomes across transgender people of different age and gender groups (i.e., trans men, trans
women, and non-binary)?
Using data from the Counting Ourselves survey, the study in Chapter 5 found that out
of 904 transgender participants, 42% had engaged in non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI), 56%
had thought about suicide, and 11% had attempted suicide in the past 12 months. When
comparing the prevalence of depression and anxiety of the Counting Ourselves participants to
the general population in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the inequities were stark: three-quarters
(72%) of participants met the Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10) criteria for high or
very high levels of psychological distress, and more than half had been told by a doctor that
they had depression (65%) or anxiety (56%). The national prevalence for the Aotearoa/New
Zealand general population of high or very high levels of psychological distress is 8%, and
diagnoses of depression or anxiety are 17% and 10%, respectively. Transgender participants
also fared worse across all OECD general mental health measures, with higher rates of life
dissatisfaction (31% vs 3%), not feeling life to be worthwhile (24% vs 2%), and low ability to
cope with stress (32% vs 4%) compared to the general population. Higher rates of mental
health difficulties among transgender people relative to the general population have also been
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documented in large-scale overseas community-based studies that recruited transgender
people of all age groups (e.g., Hyde et al., 2013; James et al., 2016) and population-based
studies with nationally representative samples (e.g., Crissman et al., 2019; Ross-Redd et al.,
2019).
Relatively few previous studies of transgender health inequities have treated
transgender people as a heterogenous population and explored mental health differences
across different demographic groups of transgender people; those that did produced mixed
findings that required closer scrutiny. Chapter 5’s study examined the nuances of mental
health outcomes across various age and gender groups of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand. When looking at mental health differences across different age
groups, findings from Chapter 5 revealed that younger transgender participants were more
likely to manifest mental health difficulties than those of older ages. The inequities in mental
health were also greater for younger transgender participants when compared to the general
population of the same age. When stratified by gender, while controlling for the effect of age,
in this study there was a higher prevalence of mental health difficulties among trans men and
non-binary participants compared to trans women. The mental health differences between
trans men and trans women were especially prominent. The findings of the higher prevalence
of mental health difficulties among trans men and those of younger age groups were also
reflected in research from other countries (e.g., Aparicio-García et al., 2018; Crissman et al.,
2019; Jackman et al., 2018; James et al., 2016; Rimes et al., 2019; Veale, Watson, et al.,
2017).
The study in Chapter 5 also examined the interaction effect of age and gender on
mental health. The exploratory finding of the interaction effect of age and gender suggested
that trans men were not the most vulnerable gender group across all age groups, as older trans
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women (i.e., aged 55 years and above) had higher prevalence of psychological distress than
trans men and non-binary in the same age group.
Overall, despite the various mental health outcomes observed across age and gender
groups within the transgender populations, there were serious mental health inequities faced
by all transgender participants.
8.4

Research Question 2

To what degree is cisgenderism, in the form of enacted stigma, associated with mental health
difficulties for transgender people? Can gender minority stress theory explain the negative
effect of enacted stigma on the mental health outcomes of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand?
Drawing from gender minority stress theory (Testa et al., 2015; see also Chapter 2),
the study in Chapter 6 conceptualises the enacted stigma experiences (or the overt
experiences of gender minority stress) of transgender people as the consequence of
stigmatising social structures (i.e., cisgenderism) that delegitimise people who do not
conform to cisnormative expectations of being a cisgender man or a cisgender woman
In this study, participants reported encountering a range of enacted stigma experiences
because of the social non-acceptance of their genders, ranging from discrimination, unfair
treatment, verbal harassment, cyberbullying, rejection by religious communities, and negative
housing experiences, to being stopped from identifying as a transgender person by a health
professional. Out of the 11 enacted stigma experiences that Chapter 6 investigated, a
transgender person was likely to report being exposed to at least two of the enacted stigma
experiences in their lifetime on average, with the most common experiences being
discrimination based on gender (51%), being sent threatening messages through a phone or
the internet (39%), and unfair treatment across various public settings such as public transport
and retail stores (33%). The high rates of enacted stigma experiences that transgender
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participants face in their daily lives have been documented in other New Zealand-based
studies (Dickson, 2017; Human Rights Commission, 2008) and overseas (e.g., James et al.,
2016; Rimes et al., 2019; Strauss et al., 2020a). A published report using the same empirical
data (Veale et al., 2019) as the studies in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 found that transgender
participants faced a heightened rate of a broad range of discrimination when compared to the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general population (44% vs 17%), pointing toward a need to identify
the impacts of these minority stressors on transgender people’s mental health.
Findings from Chapter 6 suggested that enacted stigma experiences were strongly
associated with all forms of mental health difficulties (i.e., psychological distress, NSSI, and
suicidality) for transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. A comparison of mental health
outcomes for transgender participants with low and high levels of enacted stigma experiences
revealed a substantially higher prevalence of mental health difficulties in the latter group.
Specifically, participants who reported experiencing a high level of enacted stigma (at least
five instances) had approximately 1.5 times increased likelihood of reporting very high levels
of psychological distress (80% vs 55%), NSSI (65% vs 39%), and suicidal ideation (82% vs
66%), and most severely, a more than 4 times increased likelihood of attempting suicide
(25% vs 6%) than those experiencing a low level of enacted stigma. These findings
corroborated previous overseas studies that indicated that mental health difficulties
experienced by transgender people were likely be due to the exposures to enacted stigma
(e.g., Chen et al., 2019; Kuper et al., 2018; Strauss et al., 2020a; Treharne et al., 2020; Veale,
Peter, et al., 2017).
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8.5

Research Question 3

What are the protective factors that are important for the mental health of transgender people
in Aotearoa/New Zealand? To what degree might protective factors mitigate against the
negative effects of minority stress?
Given the high rates of mental health difficulties among transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand, the study in Chapter 6 also identified factors that could protect this
population from mental health difficulties. Results from this study indicated that friend and
family support, and neighbourhood belongingness, were associated with lower levels of
psychological distress, and lower engagement in NSSI, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempts
among transgender participants. Transgender community belongingness only appeared as a
significant protective factor for psychological distress and suicidal ideation. Across all mental
health variables, participants who had at least one high-level (90th percentile) protective
factor were less likely to report mental health difficulties than those with low-level (10th
percentile) protective factors. For example, Chapter 6’s study found that rates of reporting
very high levels of psychological distress were less than half for participants with high levels
of friend and family support, and neighbourhood belongingness (37%) compared with those
with low levels of these two protective factors (80%) when they were exposed to a high level
of enacted stigma; this suggests that transgender people are less likely to experience
psychological distress when they can rely on their friends, family members, and neighbours
for social support.
When all protective factors were considered together, friend and family support
appeared to show the greatest mental health benefits. Friend and family support was the
strongest protective factor for suicide attempts, with the rate of suicide attempts almost half
depending on whether participants had high or low levels of support from friends and family
members (13% vs 25%). The beneficial role of friends and family members for transgender
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people has also been demonstrated in previous overseas research (e.g., Fuller & Riggs, 2018;
Puckett et al., 2019; Veale, Peter, et al., 2017; Weinhardt et al., 2019). Particularly, the
finding of the relatively weak protective effect of the transgender community in this study
aligned with a recent study in the United States that found transgender people had lower
levels of depression and anxiety when they had access to friend and family support compared
to those who only relied on their transgender peers for mental health support (Puckett et al.,
2019).
8.6

Research Question 4

What do transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand describe as the most important
determinants of their mental health?
The final study (Chapter 7) incorporated qualitative data with the aim of
contextualising transgender people’s experiences of mental health in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Using a critical realist framework, the qualitative analysis of responses to the open-text
question: “Is there anything further about your mental health that you would like to share
with us here?” focused on gaining a more nuanced understanding of the determinants that
underpinned the mental health status of transgender people. An inductive thematic analysis of
222 open-text responses resulted in four themes: gender-affirming healthcare, mental
healthcare services and accessibility, gender minority stress, and self-affirmation and social
support. The following paragraphs describe the main findings of each theme
The first theme of this study pointed toward a need to consider the transgender
experience of gender dysphoria as resulting from an inability to access gender-affirming
healthcare, rather than from transgender people’s own internal distress about their gender
incongruence. Participants talked about the pathologising effect of the DSM that has been
used to police gender normative behaviours and gatekeep transgender people’s access to
gender-affirming care. Cisgenderism was also prevalent in mental healthcare services, as
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participants reported having to navigate through a system that has little knowledge about
transgender issues and perpetuates practices that prevent them from affirming their genders.
Other evidence of cisgenderism included enacted stigma experiences such as misgendering,
sexual abuse, and bullying that participants experienced in public settings. Some also
attributed their mental health to how people in their surroundings treated them as a
transgender person, signalling that gender minority stress was the primary cause of their
mental health issues.
It was apparent that participants could possess the ability to resist negative effects of
enacted stigma when they had adequate access to social support systems such as friends and
family members. Furthermore, participants who had undertaken paths (e.g., social, legal, or
medical) to affirm their gender reported that they had enhanced mental health. Previous
qualitative studies with transgender people noted the mental health benefits of embracing
one’s transgender identity as this would allow for the development of resilience strategies to
manage enacted stigma (Singh et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2014). During the process of
affirming one’s gender, Singh et al. (2014) suggested that transgender people needed to have
supportive networks such as mental healthcare professionals, community, and family
members so that they could have specific conversations about how to define and embrace
their gender in a positive way.
8.7

Significance of the Current Thesis
Results from the set of studies within this thesis have reinforced previous studies that

adopt transgender-affirmative research approaches and have also produced new areas of
insight. This section discusses the important theoretical and practical implications from the
findings of these studies.
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8.7.1 Contribution to Literature and Theory
The results of these empirical studies addressed a major gap in the literature which
has not provided a comprehensive understanding of the mental health status of transgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Compared to the Aotearoa/New Zealand general
population, findings from Chapter 5 revealed large mental health inequities among
transgender participants across all age groups, with the largest inequities reported for those of
younger age groups. In concordance with the then-novel finding of age differences in the
United States Transgender Survey (James et al., 2016), this study also showed that
transgender youth had increased vulnerabilities to mental health difficulties compared to their
adult and older adult counterparts. To the best of knowledge, only a few existing transgender
studies controlled for the effect of age to understand mental health differences for various
gender groups and there were no studies exploring gender differences across age groups. The
significant finding of the interaction term between age and gender in Chapter 5’s study
highlighted a need to explore the effect of age when examining mental health differences for
various gender groups of transgender people.
Increasing numbers of overseas studies (e.g., Brennan et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2019;
Veale, Peter, et al., 2017) have employed gender minority stress theory to explain mental
health inequities faced by transgender people, but Aotearoa/New Zealand-based studies
exploring associations of enacted stigma and mental health among transgender people remain
limited. The higher prevalence of poor general mental health, psychological distress, and
diagnoses of depression and anxiety among transgender participants (compared to the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general population) reported in Chapter 5 suggest a pressing need to
employ an evidence-based model that seeks to advance understandings of transgender
people’s mental health in Aotearoa/New Zealand. While some overseas studies explored the
negative mental health effects of gender minority stress (e.g., Lee et al., 2020; Mizock &
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Mueser, 2014), they took an individualised approach and did not make reference to
cisgenderism as the source of the marginalising climate for transgender people. In line with
the recent critiques of minority stress theory (Riggs & Treharne, 2017; Treharne & Adams,
2017), the study in Chapter 2 moved away from the individualised approach of understanding
transgender people’s mental health by considering the additional social stressor that
transgender people face resulting from institutionalised ideologies and social norms that
stigmatise and marginalise this population. In doing this, Chapter 2 proposed a linkage of the
notion of gender minority stress to cisgenderism (Ansara & Hegarty, 2012): the prejudice that
marginalises people whose genders do not conform to cisnormative expectations (and
privileges those who do) through the exposures of enacted stigma.
Because this thesis used enacted stigma measures specifically related to the
experiences of being a transgender person, these experiences can be interpreted as the
minority stressors related to cisgenderism (i.e., gender minority stress). The negative mental
health effects of enacted stigma demonstrated in Chapter 6’s study offered support for a
transgender application of minority stress theory, as there were strong associations found
between enacted stigma experiences and compromised mental health outcomes of
transgender participants.
In line with gender minority stress theory (Testa et al., 2015), the study in Chapter 6
identified protective or stress-ameliorating factors that could confer protective effects for
transgender people against the adverse mental health effects of enacted stigma. Quantitative
analyses showed that protective factors at the interpersonal level (i.e., friend and family
support, neighbourhood belongingness, and transgender community belongingness) were
associated with lower levels of mental health difficulties. Notably, this study may be the first
to explore the association between neighbourhood belongingness and transgender people’s
mental health. Neighbourhood belongingness appeared to show evidence for additional
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mental health benefits on top of primary social ties (i.e., friends and family members),
asserting the importance of providing opportunities for transgender people to foster positive
interactions with their wider social circles.
The differences in mental health outcomes for the different protective factors
discussed in Chapter 6 suggest a need to consider the nuances in the types of support that
friends and family (primary social ties) and transgender communities (secondary social ties)
offer (Thoits, 2011). Findings from this study support the postulation of gender minority
stress theory (Meyer, 2003; Testa et al., 2015) that when transgender people connect with
other transgender peers who have a history of similar experiences, a sense of unity and
collective identity can be fostered which helps them to feel empowered against enacted
stigma. On the other hand, friends and family members are people with whom transgender
people can form emotional bonds (Thoits, 2011), and they play crucial roles in affirming
transgender people’s genders and instilling personal resilience to mitigate the negative mental
health effects of enacted stigma (Bockting et al., 2013; Weinhardt et al., 2019).
While previous qualitative studies have researched transgender people’s experiences
with specific social determinants of health such as healthcare access (e.g., Alpert et al., 2017;
Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020), and gender minority stress and protective factors (e.g., Howell
& Allen, 2020; Singh et al., 2014), these studies have not specifically investigated the
relationships between these determinants and mental health. Chapter 7 involved one of the
largest qualitative studies in this area, analysing 222 open-text responses related to
transgender people’s reported mental health experiences. As part of these experiences,
participants described a full range of determinants from biological, psychological, to
structural and environmental contexts. Qualitative findings helped to illuminate the
determinants that played key roles in influencing transgender people’s mental health (i.e.,
gender-affirming care and mental healthcare access, cisgenderism and gender minority stress,
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and social support) and these findings helped to uncover important practical implications (see
Section 8.7.2).
8.7.2 Contribution to Applied Settings
In recent years, there have been a number of positive changes at structural level aimed
at addressing inclusivity of transgender people in various social contexts of Aotearoa/New
Zealand. This can be seen in specific settings such as:
1) education, acknowledging the need to support transgender youth in the guidelines for
relationships and sexuality education (Ministry of Education, 2020);
2) healthcare, recognising a need to minimise barriers for transgender people to access
gender-affirming care (Ministry of Health, 2020a);
3) legal, allowing transgender people to change their gender marker on passport and birth
certificates10 (Human Rights Commission, 2020).
These changes are important milestones that reflect increasing transgender inclusivity
in Aotearoa/New Zealand; but these could not have been achieved without ongoing
community activism at grassroots level (Clunie, 2018; Human Rights Commission, 2008;
Treharne & Adams, 2017). Overseas studies have shown that inclusive changes at structural
level (e.g., policies that allow easier access to change gender marker and name on identity
documents) can act as a social determinant to improve the mental health of transgender
people (Restar et al., 2020; White Hughto et al., 2015). However, there is still much work to
be done to foster positive mental health outcomes for transgender people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand. The next section discusses how the findings of this thesis will contribute to the

10

At the time of writing, the Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Relationships Registration Act required
people who wished to change their gender marker on their birth certificate to present medical
evidence and apply to the Family Court for a declaration. Changing gender marker on passports,
however, only required a simple statutory declaration.
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development of both public and healthcare interventions for transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Public Interventions. The findings of a high prevalence of poor general mental
health, psychological distress, NSSI, and suicidality among transgender people, in Chapters 5
and 6, indicate an urgent need to name transgender people as a priority in all national and
regional mental health policies in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as others have suggested (Clunie,
2018; Veale et al., 2019). A recent submission to the Government Inquiry into Mental Health
and Addiction reported that very few national strategies have identified transgender people as
a population with specific mental health needs; moreover, agencies that have recognised
these issues have yet to develop plans to address mental health inequities for this population
(Clunie, 2018). With the mounting empirical evidence related to gender minority stress and
social determinants of transgender people from community-based studies in Aotearoa/New
Zealand (Dickson, 2017; Fraser, 2020; Treharne et al., 2020; Veale et al., 2019; including this
thesis), it is timely for targeted responses to be made to promote the mental health and
wellbeing of this population.
Findings from Chapter 6 suggested both overt and covert forms of cisgenderist
prejudices were common experiences for transgender participants with more than half (51%)
reporting ever being discriminated because of their gender and the Counting Ourselves report
showed that 44% had experienced a broad range of discrimination in the last 12 months
(Veale et al., 2019). To date, there are no national-level policies that provide explicit legal
protection from discrimination with regard to gender identity and expression (Human Rights
Commission, 2020). Although the current prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of sex
under the Human Rights Act 1993 is thought to be applicable for transgender people, this has
not been tested in New Zealand courts (Employment New Zealand, n.d.). The high rates of
enacted stigma experiences, including discrimination, reported in Chapter 6’s study point
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toward an urgent need to implement inclusive national legislation to safeguard the human
rights of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Previous research examining
transgender people’s experiences with the inclusion of non-discriminatory practices in
national legislation suggested that legal protection could do more than preventing transgender
people from experiencing enacted stigma, but also provide recognition and legitimacy of their
lived experiences to further enhance mental health and wellbeing (Gleason et al., 2016; White
Hughto et al., 2015). For instance, a study in the United States found that transgender people
residing in states with specific non-discrimination laws on the basis of transgender identities
had lower rates of suicide attempts than those who did not (Gleason et al., 2016).
Chapter 6 also highlighted the importance of protective factors (friends, family
members, neighbours, and transgender communities) in promoting the mental health of
transgender people. Given the potential mental health benefits of protective factors for
transgender people, efforts to provide educational information to those in the primary and
secondary social ties of transgender people about how to be supportive of this population are
warranted. Overseas studies have also found that transgender people who were supported by
peers, family members, and communities were less likely to be affected by the negative
effects of enacted stigma (Barr et al., 2016; Puckett et al., 2019). However, existing training
and resources on the provision of trans-specific support outside school settings continue to be
limited in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as these resources are mostly managed by rainbow and
transgender community organisations centred around youth. As suggested by Clunie (2018),
there is a need to provide a sustainable funding source to support the work of the transgender
community organisations, and, in this case, expand the availability of resources and training
about understandings of transgender-specific needs to universities, workplaces, and
healthcare settings.
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Healthcare Intervention. Due to the large mental health inequities that transgender
participants experience, as demonstrated in the findings of Chapter 5, it is not surprising that
this population is more likely to require access to mental healthcare services. However, the
qualitative study in Chapter 7 revealed that participants experience a range of barriers with
respect to accessing public mental healthcare services and transgender-led wellbeing
initiatives, supporting the call of other Aotearoa/New Zealand studies (Clunie, 2018; Fraser,
2020) to increase funding to improve accessibility to these services. In the Budget 2019, the
government announced the allocation of approximately $3 million over 4 years to improve
the capability of health sectors in delivering gender-affirming surgeries (Ministry of Health,
2020b). This additional funding to improve access to gender-affirming surgeries has been
celebrated by transgender communities in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and especially by
transgender people who have been in the waiting list to access these surgeries for years (Daly,
2019). Through qualitative findings in Chapter 7, it was apparent that participants perceived
access to gender-affirming care as a social determinant of mental health, as those who wished
to undertake gender-affirming surgeries and had the opportunity to do so, reported better
mental health and wellbeing.
Echoing findings from a recent Aotearoa/New Zealand study (Fraser, 2020), as well
as overseas studies (e.g., Alpert et al., 2017; Ellis et al., 2015; Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020)
that surveyed transgender people on their experiences with healthcare services, the study in
Chapter 7 also reported low trans-cultural competency among healthcare professionals.
Indeed, the Counting Ourselves report (Veale et al., 2019) showed that 42% of transgender
participants thought that their healthcare provider knew very little or only knew about some
aspects of transgender healthcare. Likewise, when staff at two Aotearoa/New Zealand-based
medical schools were surveyed, the majority (87%) had concerns that very little to no content
relating to sexuality or gender diversity was incorporated into the curriculum (Taylor et al.,
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2018). Insufficient education on transgender healthcare may translate into a lack of
knowledge of the unique experiences related to gender minority stress that transgender people
encounter and how these experiences influence mental health vulnerability, as well as their
ability to access and engage in healthcare effectively.
It is also important for health professionals to be prudent when considering the health
needs of transgender clients and not assume that the reasons for consultation are distress
surrounding gender incongruences (APA, 2013), as noted in the diagnosis of gender
dysphoria in DSM-5 (APA, 2013). The DSM has long served as a gatekeeping model to
permit access to gender-affirming services in Aotearoa/New Zealand (Counties Manukau
District Health Board, 2011) and overseas (Ellis et al., 2015; Schulz, 2018). As indicated in
Chapter 7’s study, participants found the listing of gender dysphoria as a diagnostic category
in the DSM problematic. Overseas studies also reported that a reliance on the DSM among
health professionals when interacting with transgender people in healthcare settings risks
pathologising their genders and reinforcing a binary gender framework (Ellis et al., 2015;
Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020). In 2018, Oliphant et al., a multidisciplinary group of health
professionals developed a guideline document for the provision of gender-affirming care in
Aotearoa/New Zealand, and they recommended the informed consent model as an alternative
to the DSM , with health professionals working alongside transgender people to present them
with information about the risks and benefits of undertaking gender-affirming medical
procedures. Self-determination for transgender people is prioritised in the informed consent
model, and mental health assessment is considered an option rather than a prerequisite for
access to gender-affirming procedures (Oliphant et al., 2018; Schulz, 2018).
Exposures to gender identity conversion efforts (GICE) that discourage transgender
people from affirming their gender were noted in the qualitative findings of Chapter 7; about
one-sixth (17%) of Counting Ourselves participants reported experiencing GICE at healthcare
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settings (Veale et al., 2019). A recent report looking into the legal status of GICE and sexual
orientation conversation efforts found that only four countries had fully banned such practices
(e.g., Brazil, Taiwan, Malta, and Ecuador), 10 countries had policies or a partial ban in place
(including the United States and Canada), and 10 countries had movements towards a ban
(e.g., Australia and the United Kingdom; OutRight Action International, 2019). Although a
movement that included petitions and bill drafting to outlaw GICE practices in Aotearoa/New
Zealand began in 2019 (Conversion Therapy Action, n.d.), these practices are still legal at
present. Nonetheless, GICE efforts targeted towards transgender people in Aotearoa/New
Zealand have been publicly denounced by professional organisations such as the New
Zealand Psychological Society (2019) and Professional Association for Transgender Health
Aotearoa (2020), as well as being reflected in the ethos and public positions of these
organisations.
The transgender-affirmative stance demonstrated in this thesis is also shared by the
recently developed Aotearoa/New Zealand-based mental health and gender-affirming
resources for health professionals (see Fraser, 2019; Oliphant et al., 2018). Particularly,
empirical findings from this thesis supported the recommendations made by a communitybased study, undertaken in collaboration with community organisations such as
RainbowYOUTH and Gender Minorities Aotearoa (Fraser, 2020), to upskill health
professionals in the area of trans-cultural competence in responding to the increasing health
needs of the transgender population in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Recommendations to ensure
health professionals are sensitive and inclusive to the health needs of transgender people are
not unique to Aotearoa/New Zealand, as similar suggestions have also been made in overseas
research on transgender people’s experiences with healthcare settings (e.g., Ellis et al., 2015;
Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020; Zwickl et al., 2019).
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8.8

Strengths and Limitations
This thesis provides a range of useful and interesting insights into mental health

experiences of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. However, there are some
limitations that need to be borne in mind. To date, the Counting Ourselves survey represents
the largest community-based nationwide survey (n = 1,178) that investigates various health
statuses and social determinants of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Counting
Ourselves had a convenience sample that was made up of participants who chose to complete
the paper survey and link to the study website to complete the study instruments. Sampling
through online platforms allows easier access to a large number of transgender people,
including those who are in stealth or not “out” (Miner et al., 2012), and this sampling method
has allowed the recruitment of transgender samples large enough for examinations of mental
health differences and essential mental health determinants for transgender people across age,
gender and ethnic groups in this thesis. This type of sampling, however, risks excluding
transgender people without reliable internet access, and those who do not have connections
with transgender communities. Compared to probability sampling, the Counting Ourselves
survey is unlikely to have recruited a nationally representative sample that is generalisable to
the wider population in Aotearoa/New Zealand.
Although multiple recruitment strategies were employed to garner more responses
from transgender people in older age groups, rural regions, and Pasifika and Asian ethnic
groups, the Counting Ourselves survey had relatively higher numbers of participants who
were younger, living in urban regions like Auckland and Wellington, and of Pākehā/New
Zealand European descent. The degree of representativeness of the Counting Ourselves
sample to the transgender population in Aotearoa/New Zealand is uncertain as there are no
existing population-based studies that collect data on transgender identities in this country.
However, clinical-based research in Aotearoa/New Zealand found a relatively lower
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proportion of older transgender people accessing gender-affirming care (Delahunt et al.,
2016), and the younger demographic profile of transgender people was also reported in a
recent population-based study in the United States (Crissman et al., 2019).
Another limitation is the use of single items in measuring participants’ access to
protective factors in Chapter 6 which restricts the assessment of psychometric properties of
these items. Multiple-item measures are generally considered superior to single-item
measures for two reasons: 1) theoretical, they allow measurements of various facets
underlying a construct; and 2) statistical, more items will allow the random error of the
measurement to be cancelled out and therefore result in more reliable scores (see de Boer et
al., 2004; Wilkerson et al., 2016). Participants dropping out of the survey can be an issue with
studies that primarily recruit participants via online platforms (Miner et al., 2012), especially
for large surveys with 330 questions, like the Counting Ourselves survey. Therefore, the use
of single-item measures in various sections of the survey was necessary to achieve a high rate
of completed responses as they are easier to administer and less burdensome for participants;
this meant that 70% of those who provided valid responses in the initial demographics section
of Counting Ourselves completed the final section of the survey. Furthermore, an assessment
on the use of single-item measures in Chapter 6 to identify participants’ level of social
support and degree of belongingness judged these items to have a good face validity (i.e., the
items are valid for conveying the content on the surface level). These single-item measures
were also likely to have good content validity as these items were used by researchers of
Aotearoa/New Zealand population-based surveys such as New Zealand General Social
Survey (Statistics New Zealand, 2016) and New Zealand Mental Health Survey (Health
Promotion Agency, 2016). The additional items that were created as part of the Counting
Ourselves survey had also benefited from inputs from experts in survey research and the
transgender community advisory group (see Chapter 4). Given the differences in mental
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health outcomes for these protective factors for transgender participants (see Chapter 6),
future research could benefit from including measures that investigate the mental health
benefits of specific primary and secondary social ties.
The cross-sectional design of the Counting Ourselves survey limits the ability to
explore mental health effects of enacted stigma over time; a longitudinal design is required to
establish such temporal precedence. While the correlational findings of the study in Chapter 6
do not offer the possibility of determining a definitive causal link between enacted stigma and
mental health outcomes, they indicate strong and clear correlations. In this study, analyses
were carried out to measure the associations between lifetime enacted stigma experiences and
recent occurrences of mental health problems (i.e., psychological distress in the past month,
and NSSI and suicidality in the past year). Therefore, the reported enacted stigma experiences
have temporal precedence, meaning that they are likely to have occurred before participants’
experiences of mental health difficulties; this favours the gender minority stress explanation
as the cause of poor mental health outcomes of transgender people rather than the alternative
explanation of mental health difficulties leading to experiences of enacted stigma.
8.9

Future Directions
Future research could broaden the findings of this study by considering the following

points. The study in Chapter 5 provided essential findings on age as an important
demographic factor in determining mental health outcomes of transgender people. Future
transgender research should consider employing a life-course perspective (FredriksenGoldsen et al., 2014) to identify the degree of aging effects (changes in mental health as
people age), maturation effects (development of resilience and coping skills to counteract
gender minority stress), and cohort effects (historical and social contexts that are relevant to
specific age groups) in explaining mental health differences across age groups (FredriksenGoldsen et al., 2014; Nuttbrock et al., 2012). Specifically, the analyses of different
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components of life-course perspectives can be achieved by using repeated measure to follow
transgender participants over a prolonged period of time in a longitudinal survey.
A decision was made to only explore age and gender differences in participants’
mental health in Chapter 5 as there were no statistically significant differences found for
other demographic variables (i.e., ethnicity or regions) in the preliminary analyses (see Veale
et al., 2019). As indicated in Chapter 3, it is important to keep in mind that the transgender
population in Aotearoa/New Zealand includes a diverse array of people who are also
members of other oppressed or marginalised groups with varying levels of social power and
influence (e.g., transgender people who are Māori or from other indigenous or other nonPākehā groups, and/or with a disability). Chapter 2 and 3 also noted that the intersectionality
of multiple minority (and privileged) identities has been largely unaddressed in the existing
transgender research, which may be due to quantitative methods being limited in their
abilities to encapsulate the complexities of lived experiences for those subjected to various
axes of marginalisation (Bauer & Scheim, 2019). The general dearth of empirical research on
the mental health experiences of transgender people with intersecting identities, as well as the
contradictory findings from research using additive approaches to understand the mental
health of transgender people of various ethnic groups (e.g., Chiang et al., 2017; Lytle et al.,
2016), indicate the need for more research on this topic that is contextually relevant to
Aotearoa/New Zealand.
A recent qualitative study on fa'afafine and fakaleiti students in Aotearoa/New
Zealand (Howell & Allen, 2020) highlighted that these students share unique Samoan and
Tongan cultural experiences that are often not represented in studies with a predominant
Pākehā sample (e.g., Youth’12; Clark et al., 2014). To expand on the quantitative findings of
the present research, future studies can model Jefferson and colleagues’ (2013) research in
the United States to examine the combined experiences of racism and cisgenderism on the
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mental health of non-Pākehā transgender people. Specifically, Jefferson and colleagues
created a combined measure of racism and cisgenderism based on two separate scales (13item Schedule of Racist Events and 13-item Schedule of Transphobic Events) that asked
these respective experiences among ethnic minority transgender people. When compared
mental health outcomes across different exposures of racism and cisgenderism, this United
States study found participants who experienced both forms of prejudices had higher level of
depression than those experiencing only one form of prejudices. Findings from Jefferson and
colleagues point toward a need to examine how multiple (and intersecting) prejudices affect
the mental health of transgender people with various minority identities; this is pertinent in
the multicultural context of Aotearoa/New Zealand as such fundings can be used to inform
designing of mental health interventions that is culturally appropriate for each minority
group.
The use of gender minority stress theory in Chapter 6 has primarily focused on
minority stressors at a distal level. To create a comprehensive model that delineates the path
from enacted stigma to elevated rates of mental health difficulties among transgender people,
future research could expand on the work of gender minority stress theory to examine the
mediating role of proximal stressors (e.g., negative expectations of enacted stigma and
internalised transphobia) and general psychological processes (e.g., appraisals, coping, and
emotional regulation; Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Testa et al., 2015). Previous studies that looked at
transgender people’s experience of gender minority stress at an individual level have
provided useful evidence to inform clinical practice and interventions in alleviating the
negative effects of proximal stressors (e.g., Lee et al., 2020; Scandurra et al., 2018). Gender
minority stress should not be considered as purely resulting from personal internalisation of
stigma, however. It is important to employ the framework of gender minority stress theory
(see Chapter 2) that recognises the environmental circumstances within which transgender
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people are embedded and that cisgenderism is the source of proximal stressors among
transgender people.
Findings from Chapter 7 found evidence for healthcare access as an important social
determinant of mental health for transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. While there
are extensive overseas transgender studies documenting issues related to access to genderaffirming healthcare and mental healthcare services such as high unmet need (e.g., Giblon &
Bauer, 2017; White Hughto et al., 2017), lack of transgender-competent healthcare services
(e.g., Ellis et al., 2015; Halliday & Caltabiano, 2020) and enacted stigma at healthcare
services (e.g., Ellis et al., 2015; Kattari & Hasche, 2016), most of these studies have not
specifically examined the implications of these barriers for the mental health of transgender
people. Only one US transgender study was noted to explore the mental health benefits of
having a positive interaction with healthcare providers (see Kattari et al., 2020).
Aotearoa/New Zealand research on healthcare access of transgender people remains scant.
Similar to findings in Chapter 7, a qualitative study of 4 transgender people in Wellington
(Ker et al., 2020) reported the importance for the provision of gender-affirming care to be
accessible, timely, and friendly to clients. Keeping in mind that transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand commonly reported unmet need for gender-affirming care and low
trans competency of healthcare providers (Veale et al., 2019), there is a need for future
research to fill in the critical gaps in quantitative findings on the relationship between the
provision of trans-competent healthcare services and transgender people’s mental health.
The Youth’12 study (Clark et al., 2014) was the first national study to examine the
mental health of transgender people in this country; however, this population-based study
only recruited adolescents who were attending high schools. Another study that recruited
transgender people via probability sampling was the New Zealand Mental Health Monitor
(NZMHM; Health Promotion Agency, 2019). While the NZMHM expanded from the
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Youth’12 study by also recruiting transgender adults and older adults, this study only
reported mental health findings based on a sample of rainbow people (including lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and takatāpui) due to the small sample size (Health Promotion Agency,
2019). The small sample size of transgender people in the NZMHM could be due to the usage
of a single-item measure “What gender do you identify with?” to determine transgender
identities (see Chapter 3 for an elaboration of the limitations). The large mental health
inequities reported for transgender people in Chapter 5 suggest that there is an urgent need
for government agencies (e.g., Statistics New Zealand) to develop inclusive measures to
identify transgender people and monitor the mental health status of this population in largescale population-based studies such as the Census and New Zealand Health Survey. The twostep method (i.e., asking participants’ sex assigned at birth and current gender identification)
has been used in the 2019/2020 Household Economic Survey (Statistics New Zealand,
2020c) and recommended as part of the consultation process for the latest proposed Statistics
New Zealand’s Sex and Gender Standards (Statistics New Zealand, 2020c) to identify the
number of transgender people; however, the latest proposed standard has noted a need to
improve the clarity and specificity of the concepts used when asking these questions
(Statistics New Zealand, 2020c).11 Transgender status needs to be routinely and consistently
assessed in population-based surveys to provide precise population estimates of the
demography of transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Findings from this research, as
well as the Counting Ourselves study (Veale et al., 2019) have provided crucial empirical
data on health inequities, enacted stigma, and barriers to access social determinants (e.g.,
employment, healthcare services, and social support) for transgender people in Aotearoa/New

During July and August 2020, Statistics New Zealand conducted a public consultation for the review
of the statistical standards for sex and gender identity, with the aim to develop the best practice
guidance for collecting information on these topics across government agencies. At the time of
writing, the findings of the review have yet been released.
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Zealand. These data can help to provide information to population-based surveys (e.g., New
Zealand Health Survey) to consider the use of similar questions to measure the extent of
inequities across a range of health outcomes affecting transgender people in this country.
The cross-sectional results from this thesis and the wider Counting Ourselves project
(Veale et al., 2019) provide important preliminary findings to inform future longitudinal
studies. With the aspiration to become a longitudinal survey series, the Counting Ourselves
survey collected identifying information that is well-known to participants—their day of birth
and first two initials of their first pet—to generate of a set of unique codes for each
participant. These self-generated identification codes allow survey responses to be identified
and compared between separate timeframes. By following up transgender participants over
time, statistical analyses can be carried out to provide further evidence of the causal
relationship between enacted stigma and mental health outcomes, as well as to identify the
ameliorating effects of protective factors on negative mental health outcomes.
8.10 Final Conclusion
The broad aim of this research was to uncover the extent of mental health inequities
among transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand, examine the degree of associations of
enacted stigma as gender minority stressors, and protective factors with mental health
outcomes, and identify mental health determinants that are salient for this population.
Drawing on data from the largest community-based study of transgender people in
Aotearoa/New Zealand to date—the 2018 Counting Ourselves survey—this research showed
that transgender people experienced significant mental health inequities across all age groups,
with the largest inequities found among youth.
Informed by gender minority stress theory, empirical studies of this thesis established
a number of determinants that contributed to the mental health outcomes of transgender
people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. For instance, participants reported a wide range of
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experiences of enacted stigma due to being transgender, such as discrimination, unfair
treatment, harassment, and violence, and quantitative analyses revealed those with high
exposure to enacted stigma experiences had a higher prevalence of psychological distress,
NSSI, and suicidality. Factors that predicted a lower prevalence of mental health difficulties
for participants were social support from friends, family members, neighbours, and
transgender communities. In particular, friend and family support appeared to show the
greatest association with better mental health in both contexts of high and low enacted stigma
exposures, and was the only factor found to be essential in reducing the risk of attempting
suicide. Participants’ qualitative responses also illuminated important mental health
determinants for transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand such as the ability to affirm
their gender, equitable access to gender-affirming care and mental healthcare services, and
support from family and the wider community. However, participants reported that their
access to the social determinants of mental health were restricted by cisgenderism, which
discredited their lived experiences, and by health professionals in mental healthcare and
gender-affirming care settings who had little knowledge about transgender issues.
Both quantitative and qualitative findings in this thesis evinced gender minority stress
theory to be a crucial explanatory framework in explaining the high prevalence of mental
health difficulties among transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Based on a
transgender-affirmative approach, this research supports the application of gender minority
stress theory, which has an emphasis on the negative mental health consequences of enacted
stigma exposures. The health equity perspective is crucial to the empowerment of transgender
people as it recognises cisgenderism as the root cause of mental health inequities among
transgender people, rather than associating transgender people’s elevated rate of mental
health problems with mental distress resulting from gender dysphoria.
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The results of this research have highlighted important social determinants for
transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand to achieve mental health equities. Targeting
these determinants at interpersonal (e.g., family, community, and public settings) and
structural (e.g., school, healthcare, and policies) levels is of particular importance to reduce
the risk of transgender people manifesting poor mental health outcomes. Findings of this
thesis have contributed to the growing field of transgender-affirmative health research, both
nationally and internationally. With the increasing literature that utilises a health equity
perspective to examine social determinants for transgender people, it is anticipated that there
will be an increased awareness of the ways in which the mental health inequities affecting
transgender people are related to marginalising social environments, and that policy makers
across different countries will take action to address this issue.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Data Analysis
Quantitative analyses incorporated standard measures (e.g., the K10 scale) and
statistical techniques to summarise findings and estimate the extent to which they are
generalisable to a wider population (Breen & Darlaston-Jones, 2010). In this thesis, the
observed patterns and associations from quantitative findings are explained through a critical
realist framework to reflect the reality of reported experiences of transgender people living in
cisnormative environments.
The key strength of qualitative findings, from a critical realist perspective, is that they
can illuminate complex concepts and relationships that are unlikely to be captured by
predetermined response categories or standardised quantitative measures (McEvoy &
Richards, 2006). The interpretation of qualitative findings in Chapter 7 acknowledges the
subjectivity of transgender people’s mental health experiences as well as the influence of the
social context on their experiences.
This section presents more specific details on the analytic methods that are not
covered in the published findings of Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Mental Health Inequities Among Transgender People (Chapter 5). The
percentage of missing data for K10 items ranged from 0.2% to 1.1%. Rather than using
listwise deletion method to omit participants’ missing responses, missing values of K10 were
imputed using the expectation maximisation method, where values are estimated by
regression methods based on means and covariances of available data in the scale (Enders,
2003). This method allows imputation of missing data in an unbiased manner (Schlomer et
al., 2010). The K10 was selected as the primary measure of mental health outcomes in this
study because it was used in the New Zealand Health Survey to provide estimates of the
Aotearoa/New Zealand general population (Ministry of Health, 2017). There has also been
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demonstration of K10’s strong specificity in screening for cases of mood and anxiety
disorders among the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population (Oakley Browne et al., 2010).
In line with previous studies that used the K10 to measure the level of psychological distress
among transgender people (Bariola et al., 2015; Jackman et al., 2018), the internal
consistency of the K10 in the current dataset was high (α = 0.94).
The extent of K10 differences between the two populations were depicted with
Cohen’s d which was calculated from an online calculator (www.socscistatistics.com). As a
measure of effect size, Cohen’s d refers to the standardised mean differences between two
groups of independent observations that are obtained via a formula with a pooled standard
deviation (Cohen, 1988). A d of 1 indicates the two populations (i.e., transgender participants
and the Aotearoa/New Zealand general population) differ by 1 standard deviation, and the
general rule of thumb of interpreting Cohen’s d is 0.2 for small effect size, 0.5 for medium
effect size, and 0.8 for large effect size (Cohen, 1988).
The multivariate relationships among mental health, gender, and age were explored
by employing the linear and logistic regression analyses with gender and age predicting
mental health diagnoses and K10 psychological distress. An interaction term of gender and
age was entered in the subsequent regression models to identify if mental health outcomes
differed for trans men, trans women, and non-binary participants across age groups. The
omnibus test with p value of < .01 in each regression model indicated that gender, age, and
the interaction term of age and gender as predictors significantly improved the overall model.
Cook’s distance value was used as a guide to identify presence of outliers that may influence
the results of the regression models. According to Tabachnick (2013, p. 75), cases with
Cook’s distance values that are larger than 1 indicate problematic outliers and should be
considered for removal, but no action needs to be taken as the maximum value for the
regression model with age and gender predictors is 0.023.
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Associations of Enacted Stigma, Protective Factors, and Transgender Mental
Health (Chapter 6). To identify the association between cisgenderism and transgender
people’s mental health, an enacted stigma index was created with a wide range of overt
negative experiences targeted at transgender people. This index included 11 items comprising
various enacted stigma experiences such as discrimination, cyberbullying, and homelessness
that occurred because of being transgender. Missing values for the enacted stigma index
ranged from 1.5% to 9.5%. Higher missingness in some items in the index was due to some
items being not applicable to some participants. For example, the enacted stigma index
included three items on transgender people’s experiences of homelessness due to their gender
and those who had not experienced homelessness were not questioned on reasons of why they
were homeless (i.e., evicted from home, rejected from home and violence experiences). This
study employed the expectation maximisation method to impute missing data based on means
and covariances of existing items in the index. Imputing was a superior method of handling
missing data than listwise deletion as items’ missingness in the index was not dependent on
each other (Schlomer et al., 2010). Stuart et al. (2009) suggested that imputed data may be
problematic when the absolute difference in means between the observed and imputed values
is greater than 2 standard deviations. In this instance, a numeric diagnostic confirmed that
there was no significant mean difference between observed and imputed data (Mdiff = 0.03, t
= 0.28, p = .78), indicating that the imputed data in enacted stigma index did not present
biased results that needed to be flagged.
The relationships among enacted stigma, protective factors, and mental health
outcomes were analysed using logistic regression analyses and illustrated using probability
profiling methodology. Probability profiling has gained increased recognition (see Poon et
al., 2011; Veale, Peter, et al., 2017; Watson, Allen, et al., 2019; Watson, Veale, et al., 2019)
for its utility in producing estimates about how different combinations of risk and protective
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factors are related to health outcomes. Using the margins command in STATA (MP2 version
16), probability profiles were calculated based on the predetermined regression equation
below.
Probability = 1/(1 + e( - [βintercept + βage*Mage + βESI*(10th or 90th percentile ESI) +
βprotective1 (10th or 90th percentile protective 1) + βprotective2 (10th or 90th percentile
protective 2)]
β represents the beta coefficient from the multivariate logistic regression model and M
represents the mean, and 10th or 90th percentile represents the high and low levels of the
enacted stigma index and protective factors.
Open-Text Responses for Transgender Peoples’ Experiences of Mental Health
and Wellbeing (Chapter 7). This section elaborates on the rationale to analyse the responses
from the general open-ended question “Is there anything further about your mental health that
you would like to share with us?” at the end of mental health sections of the Counting
Ourselves survey. A detailed discussion of the methods utilised to analyse the qualitative
responses via inductive thematic analysis can be found in Chapter 7.
The qualitative finding from the open-text responses helped to provide a “wide-angle
lens” to cast light on a diversity of perspectives regarding the mental health experiences of
transgender people in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Because participants responded by sharing
their experiences in their own words, rather than selecting from predetermined responses, the
qualitative responses could produce rich and nuanced findings that contribute to a more
comprehensive understanding of transgender mental health. The rationale of analysing these
qualitative findings was not to corroborate quantitative findings in forming a robust
conclusion, but rather to provide complementary findings that were not covered by the
quantitative analyses.
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While there are a number of methodological concerns with the analysis of nondirective qualitative responses from a survey (e.g., short responses and lack of clarity around
the context of the responses), previous survey studies have found potential benefits in
qualitative responses of this nature (Braun et al., 2020; Decorte et al., 2019; O'Cathain &
Thomas, 2004). For instance, a survey with open-ended questions can facilitate easier access
to a larger number of participants and guarantee anonymity when it is distributed online
(Braun et al., 2020). Furthermore, various studies have suggested that the use of open-ended
questions can redress the power imbalance between researchers and participants as
participants are able to exert control over aspects of their research participation by voicing
any concerns about the assumptions that researchers have built into their surveys (Braun et
al., 2020; O'Cathain & Thomas, 2004). Decorte et al. (2019) also reported that open-ended
questions at the end of a survey can help researchers to identify issues which might require
clarification or that were not covered in the close-ended questions, so that these limitations
could be addressed when designing future surveys.
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Appendix 2: Counting Ourselves Survey Items12

Note that only questions relevant to the studies of this thesis were included here. The full survey
questionnaire can be located on the survey’s webpage: https://countingourselves.nz/
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Appendix 3. Ethics Approval Letter
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Appendix 4. Examples of Illustrated Images alongside Quotes Used to Recruit
Participants

Images were drawn by Huriana Kopeke-Te Aho
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Appendix 5. A Flyer Used to Promote the Counting Ourselves Survey
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Appendix 6. A Poster used to Promote the Counting Ourselves Survey
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